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up his house. I had a job, of two of their brothers, and frightened their nity known as government contractors: A One day the deacon was busily at work when
edge, scholar.
ing farm in which expense is no object. The word ho would not know the
Cairo of to-day at all.
course; but in his library, he wanted extra mother to death when the last little boy was clerk in the Interior has done and said a good he was notified that his wife was worse, and
model” is a complete misnomer. There is a very
But, wherever he got it from, it didn’t work—alcoves for his books, gothic carving, born. One of the girls, when fifteen years thing. Contractors who bid for stationery in was
pretty rustic summer-house in a small garden,
dying. “Oh no, she ain't; she’ll come
where the
and her ladies sometimes go to
The Brunswick Telegraph hears a rumor seem to be exactly what he’d choose. He’d and what not; and of course it needed an ex- old, had fallen into an ambuscade of Apaches the departments have a trick of bidding very out all right—no trouble,” he said, lint the
Empress
Brink sweet milk out of Sevres cup with the impeand
in
his
and
tra
The
miners
hard,
hand.
in the mountains,
keep up
classes;
good
gave chase, low upon all articles which do not come into attendants insisted upon it that he should
that die losers by the robbery of the Bowdoin- study
rial crown upon them. The most curious
thing in
minute ne
“I’ve just the hand for fancy carving like whereupon the savages, being hard pressed, general use, and very high upon the staples. in, and that his wife was worse, and was go
got, he’d be fussing
such „ poultry loving country as France is thy ab- ham Bank, a year or two since had com- every spare
dyround
in
He’d
bits
of
half that,” says I, “and if you’ll trust him with it, stripped her naked, knocked her senseless This has the effect of making the
my shop.
pick up
sence of everything in the
average of ing. So the deacon laid down the tools with
shape of poultry—there pounded the affair, taking GO per cent, of the and
are even no pigeons.
with a blow on her head, speared her in sev- the bills low, and at the same time affording which lie was at work, and went to the room
quarter inch stuff, and notch and whit- he’ll go at it like training day.”
The manager said,
We loss, agreeing not to prosecute.
As the
story
used to have an enormous quantity, but
and carve and fit, and turn out the neat“Who is it?” says the squire. “Mind, I eral places, and left her for dead. She roll- a large profit. One of these contractors had
they were
whole amount taken was tle,
occupied by his wife and to her bedside.
stolen so continuously that we were obliged to «ive was told us, the
est little toys, chairs and tables, and such don’t want it botched, and 1 ain’t afraid of ed down a
steep bank and lay for forty-eight marked blue ink, quarts, down on his schedule Alter looking at her for a few minutes, he
them up. They were very valuable, and it wax of offered, provided the robbers in Thomaston
that ever you saw. He gave one to my
hours unconscious. She then recovered her at one-eighth of a cent per dozen. A day or turned to those
course a great temptation."
my money.”
This was pro- like,
(This was added in an prison could be released.
present and exclaimed:
little Bess, the winter she broke her leg—
“Not a bit of it,” says I “It’s young Hora- senses, and without food or water, crawled two since he was surprised at receiving an “Well,
apologetic tone.)
nounced impossible. The inference is that
there; this looks more like it!’’ And
she’s
it
It’s
like
it
a
as
we
were,
of
the
chair
I
son
widder
miles
to
the
once
tio
six
saw
looked
in
got
to
mine where order for eight dozen. He hurried up
the so it
Insensibly,
yet!
towards the the
Hennings,
days thirty
Hennings—
parties having the bonds were afraid to in a church—carved
proved—the deaeon was never called
fortress of Vincennes—the manager caught our
gothic back and arms, she who lives in the cottage by the big wil- her father was—a pretty tough story, or else department in person. The Chief of division
[Harper’s Magazine.
again.
glance, and gave a satirical smile and the"hievita- negotiate them. Indeed, it is said, that from and a table to match. Sometimes it has low.”
The five girls who knew no great necessity for such a Hood of
a wonderfully tough girl.
ble French shrug. The only horses on the estab- the bonds returned not a coupon had been
been all I could do to get him to give
the
in
the
alone
ranehe
had
“I
it
know
were
of
was
fireclerk
sumblue
and
the
is a negro in Holly Springs, Mismeut are the white Norman breed for the farm
“Dear,
dear,”
There
squire,
says
enough
ink,
ordering
plenty
detached.
attention to his books, he’d be so busy with her folks, and it must have cost her a
work.
They are heavy and powerful, and well
strug- arms, and knew well how to use them be- moned to explain the sudden demand. He sissippi, whose only name is Charles Lewis
I kept a strict lookout for that.
his work.
adapted for the soil they "have to work. Almost all
gle to consent to have her boy learn a me- hind their stone barricades; but it is very replied that nothing unusual had occurred to William Augustus Cox, and he refuses to be
Wm. Boynton and Win. Britney are the on- I’ve
the farm implements have the name of
English
got such a little learning myself, that I chanic’s trade.”
easy to see that their life must be one of increase the call for blue ink, but that he had set free. He has been sold twice since the
makers. Tne stock on this model farm is assured- ly Maine men reported among the crew of
know its value; and ho never missed a lesson
So then I just sot down and told the squire great anxiety, especially when their father not thought it worth while to order less than war, and still ignores Lincoln’s emancipation
ly well worth seeing, but most of our reader* will the Oneida.
on my account.
I’d seen too many make a the whole story, how tin*
a cent's worth.
boy wouldn’t be i and brother are away in the mountains.
proclamation.
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STABBED TO DEATH IN ST.
GEORGE.
< >ii Wednesday night of la.-t week, William
11. Jones, a citizen of the town of St. George,
THURSDAY, MARCH H», 1870.
while engaged in a street light, was stabbed
with a knife and died almost immediateh
1*1 r.USIIEl) EVERY THURSDAY MORNING.
from the wounds received.
Edward An—BY—
drews and frank Smalley were arrested
charged with the murder on Thursday, by W11,1.1AM II. SIMPSON,
Deputy Sherill Vorrey of this city, on auEDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
thoritv of a warrant from Heder Kales, Trial
In advance, $2.00 a year;
SuuscmrnoN Terms.
Justice ot Thomaston.
They were conveyed within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of tue year $2.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch ot
to Thomaston with ti e expectation that the
length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 2b cents tor
examination would take place on that dav, each
subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square chargbut it was not found practicable to commence ed as a full one.
it till Saturday.
Administrators, Executors and Gcakdiaxs deTHK MX VMIX VTIOX.
siring their advertisements published in the .Journal,
will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
The examination of Edward Andrews and
A

MAN

liqntblmvn

Frank Smalley, charged with the murder of
William II. Jones, in the town of St. George,
on Wednesday, the g:id of February, took
place before Heder Fales, Esq., at Thomaston, on Saturday of last week and Monday
and Tuesday of this week. County Attorney
Rice conducted the prosecution. Edmund
Wilson. A R .Gould, and J. E Moore. Esqs.,
responding for the accused.
f'lie complaint charged Edward Andrews
and Frank Smalley with willful murder, to
which each pleaded “not guilty."
Attorney Rice, in opening the ease, alluded
to the fact of there being no coroner in Knox
County, and stated that this examination
must in a degree take the place of a coroner's

directed is

3 ountal.

withheld from this paper.

lias been sent

as

well

as

that to which it

is

to go.

49-S. M. Pettexgii.R & Co., 0 State St., Boston
37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisements.
49»S. K. Niles. No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court St.,
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this

ana

paper.
49-T. C. Evans, 10f> Washington Street, is an authorized agent ot this paper.
49~('iE<>. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York,

will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
49*11011 ace Dodo, 121 Washington Street, Boston

Newspaper Decisions.

1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
summoned for the
post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s,
testified in substance as or whether he lias subscribed or not—is responsible for
the payment.
follows:
j.
It a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
Tuesday evening. Jones, a muscular, cor- pity all arrearages, or the publisher inay continue to send

witnesses

were

They

prosecution.

pounds weight, tlogged
Smalley,
younger and less powerful man.
There had been
of 1;!.> pounds avoirdupois.
ill-fa ling between the parties from the beginning ot the singing school which both atpulent

man

of iso

a

it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
whether the paper is taken trom the office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take newspapers and periodicals trom the post-office, or removing,
evidence
and leaving them uncalled for. is priina
of intentional fraud.

ruesdax. Smalley cried quit. W edSubscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
before school, Jones said to the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
For instance, 15 May (is,
of receipt now used.
Smalley -1 )id you get enough p If you didn’t, form
When
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
I can give you enough.” Smalley replied, a new
payment is made, the dale will be Immediately
I've got enough.” changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
I don't doubt that.
i.o.l,-.I,

nesday evening

After recess
Jones, “That's all I want.”
Jones waited outside the church with Robinson. the mate on his vessel, and with others.
Robinson and the others thought there would
be trouble and waited. After school, Smalley
came out: Miss Fannie Shaw took his right
arm, Jones stepped up, said something and
struck him. Tliev clinched.
Jones struck
but once. Miss Shaw recoiled five or <ix
feet as if -truck.
Jones threw Smalley at
once.
Andrews went up to Jones, stooped
and struck up under Jones’ right side twice
At first blow. Jones said “Oh dear!” or “Oh
God!”: at second, “Let me alone.” Jones
and Smalley then got up and ran towards
Wiley's store, Jones ahead. Andrews walked down to the road,Robinson followed : then
both ran to the store.
Jones was sitting on
a rook at corner of store: then fell over
against store. Some one asked who hurt
Jones, lfe responded “Andrews.”

sioners

on

1*. is "a sarcastic cuss," and writes
he had

a

as

personal grievance against

missioners aforesaid.

I pun

though

The Directors

the Com-

Also he writes with

a

really
complained
parties who

are

contract with

of for making
“had no ade-

a
quate means.” This is untrue, and it likethat
shows
credits
wise untrue, a- insinuated in the Age, that,
facility concerning paper
the
with
the
contractors have not paid their hills.
great
subject—so
familiarity
great
that it must have come of an early and pre- They are all met promptly as they mature.

|

j

he
be

In

profitable acquaintance. Probably
has been a forager in that tield. It may
that the old couplet slightly amended,

haps

a

would fit his

the

finding fault
Age omits to

the Directors
ent

case—

were

fault-tinders

with the contract made,
state that the majority of

urged by

one

of the pres-

to close a contract at

.«10,-

000 per mile higher than the bid accepted,
because the parties had “adequate means."
Has the writer accidentally displayed a
That contract would have made the road
rare felicity in the selection of the signature,
cost
oo.ooo more than it is now costing. It
Shall we
and does P. stand for Plunder?
is pretty certain that if these proposing parhave for the instruction of youth, a new ver- ties
had not “adequate means” when they
sion of the rhythmical alphabet-embodying
began the job, (hey would have when it
couplets like these?—
should be finished and paid lor.
A was an archer, and shot at a frog.
Another matter that troubles the editor ot
P was a plunderer, and went the whole hog.
the
three columns ol defence
After
Age is the furnishing of the iron. It was

busy I’.
Improve thatjshining hour.'"

•‘How did the little

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper,

inquest.

Five

initial l’

with every piper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
to forward the sums due.
49“In seuding money, state THE POST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent..<*fr

lor
marks,
lit* aid In \va> uncxp.rb di>
LET TER FROM BOSTON.
present. and. though he tell great interest in tin*
orrcgiondcmc ot t lie Journal.
subject of tin meeting, had not sufficient familiar- Fresh Pond---lts
Locality-Flow to Get There
ity to tn at it as it should I>** treated. We all should
VVJiat may be seen by Either Route---A
feel alike respecting the growth of our shipping,
Short Description of the Pond and its Surof ship-builders, owners, and ship-masters assem- for ii is the interest of all the eountry that it he fosroundings---The lee---How it is Cut, Drawn
Into The Ice Houses, and Packed.
bled, representing tlie interest in Belfast. Stockton. tered. Congress must 1-' made to -. c that it is not
In war. an enemy will
entirely a local (piestion
March
187<i.
Sear-port. Camden, and other localities.
The meeting was called to order hv lion. X. c. seek the vitals of the country, and the coast must
a lew leisure hours on
Having
Thursday
llichhorn. who nominated Hon. H. H. Johnson for he it- bulwark. Sin li has heretofore hern the hist, I made
my long anticipated excursion to
temporary ( liairman. Daniel lame, Jr. was made policy of the country, and it i< a sound one. M« m- Fresh
Pond, and colieeted -nme notes relabers of Congress must l>c urged, and urging will
temporary Secretary.
the
ice 1 hisii,, — l'iiwt, of the
tive
to
w
much.
lie
kn
aiv
hurhow ta\e>11 motion of Capt. Henry Mrfiih ry. tin lot- accomplish
lowing Committee on permanent organization wa- doning shipping. Tic tonnage ta\ <o era!**> -v\ ot il- nearness ot access, and of tilt* different
nann.l by the Chair: viz: Capt. Henry McGil- unjustly, for an old and poor vessel pays a-nrm li
routes to Fresh Pond, vour n ailers will per
inn
verv. of Belfast, Capt.
llichhorn. of Stork- as a new and valuable one. Vessels worth
Kno w
Imps he glad to hear

SHIPBUILDER'S MEETING.
THE RAILROAD AFFAIRS.
looking over the article which ap- Tlif meeting in this eity, on the Wilt, of those
peared recenth in the l’rog. Age, concerning interested in the navigation interest, was very well
attended, notwithstanding the notice given was enreviews the report of the Commis- the
management of the' railroad Directors,
tirely inadequate to the occasion. A large mini her
the Equalization of the War Debt. we find there is
to.
to
reply
nothing

P. IS HEARD FROM.
A writer in the Kennebec Journal, who
modestly conceals his identity under the

writing
against the charges

of the commissioners—

columns which

have neither the space

understood that the iron had been bought,

oil

—

Reality

have to pay
dollars per sear. No hiisiin
-;o
ton, Lewis Bean, of Belfast.
m
This Committee reported the following list of of- stand such taxation as that. II hop. 1 tin
ficers : President, lion. James P. White; Vice- ings would he kept up. and it so it will 1- -.•« n
Presidents,( P. Carter, K-q., of Belfast: Capt. J. that Maine's interests are to he looked aft. r. e.jualix
c. Nickels Sear-port: Capt. H. S. Staple.-, Stock- with others.
■). K. Dailey, of Camden, said tha- :i> a pro.1i. al
ton: James Dunning, Esq.. Bangor: J. E. Dailey.
Esq.. Camdei : O. W. French, Esq., Lincolnville: man engaged in shipbuilding, he could testify t
■

Franklin Treat. Esq.. Frankfort: \V
Buck port.
On
too

motion of II.-n. N\ 0. Ilichb

on

named

lb-solutions
a-

follows:

was

IFon.

Esq..

I!.(Hun,
»rn. a

»

miimil*

raised, which the

(

bail

\. o. llichborn. ('apt.

Henry McOilvery and Dr. John (i. Brook-.

the facts that had been ser forth. Hi- bu-im
been killed by taxation, that i- taking it- \.
blood. He* owned ,-omc vessels that aiv mi

had
rv

hf*

expense- and tax.-. And these taxe- conn in \ .t\
conceivable shape. D i- le\ n d oumatcrial-. a warp,
tax of DO rents •« ton. besides municipal. <

subsequently reported a pream- and state tax. These, \vith insurance, cat up tin*
ble and resolutions, declaring that the present-de- earnings ami make vessel- worthies- propertx. A;;
pressed condition of American commerce, involv- engaged in the business art* discouraged, and ii
ing immeasurable loss to the industry of Maine, must die unless relieved, lie had expected relief,
demands redress; endorsing the report of the com- and wa- going to build again this year, hut tin* remittee appointed to investigate the subject by ’he lief lias not conic. It i< incredible that an intelliThis <'ommittci*

and it hasn’t been delivered.
It is only
necessary to say that there is a signed, sealed
and delivered contract with Dabney, Morgan
Recognizing, then, the principles here, hinted at, & Co., one of the most responsible houses in
as applicable to the facts of this ease, we again ask.
so blinded tn its be-t interests
New York, for the seasonable delivery ot the last
Congress and the bill- accompanying the same; gent nation should he
and with augmented emphasis, “wherein the
and its plain duty, a- to sutler it- commerce to die
•wrong and iniquity' of the ■transaction' in ques- iron—and that, too, at a saving of at least declaring that no maritime nation lias ever contintion consists, so far as those pronounced by the
The ued wealthy or powerful which bad neglected its out.
on the estimate for the road.
Commissioners "passive eonsenters" to it. areenn- 840,000
'apt. Ferdinand Herrimnn. on-• of tin \111«-rb•:• ?i
na\ igation interests ; that the 1 Anted Stares exceed
is
because
that
exceed
troubled
eerned '■
nglv
Age
other countries for commercial resmuv
and Floyd’- Inspectors, said he felt gr ai! inf. -iv-t ; f!i<
all
I here is no use in beating about the hush amount has been saved!
of the meeting, but could add
;.»
only hick- friendly legislation: that exposed a- wo purpo.-es
in this matter, or getting lost in a foggy arguAnd the Age is likewise in troub'c bewhat had been already so well said.
are to water approaches on every side, we are not
The point of tin* thing is just here— cause of the mortgage that lias been voted to for a moment safe without
ment.
Master Dunning, of P.angor, -aid he fn 1>
onship-yards, skilled mecertain credits, or unassigned enlistments, be put upon the road. Well, what made that chanic-. and an educated mercantile marine with curred in what had been remarked 1 »y the -pcakcrthe need of relief. He had been twenty
were due the State of Maine from the general resort necessary?
Why, certain towns and which to man a navy in time of war. That Maine concerning
years a ship builder, and felt great interest in tinas the leading .-hip-builder and lienee the greatest
were
and
certified
and
to
the
the
editor
of
certain
given
government,
Age among
persons,
siitferer by the commercial disasters of the rebel- welfare of the business. The importance of action
it. The liability of the state on the next them, refuse to pay what they had subscribed.
was not so
felt a- ii should he. Hiwe

to inlliot upon our innocent
readers—P. demands to know as follows—
nor

the

cruelty

something.

then that it is

lion. is -till

loyal

to

the f'nion and the

flag,and 011-

sensibly

own

Nature ever

ter

of the loveliest hits of wamade—bent into the shape

one

-■

how
not very large in territorial expan- and dropped down among the woodA branch
erowned lulls oi Cambridge.
track from the Fitchburg road leads close

of

a

along
the

ilie shore of the Pond

cars

-top

at

a

on one

little station under

side, and
a

bridge

whit ii here connects two small hills.
The
transit by this route occupies twenty min
utes, and

on

though good

\

the journey you have a hasty
iow of the city of Charlestown.

Hunker Hill Monument, the State Prison,
the extensive brick yards at Cambridge, and
The American Tube Works established in
IKol, and which 1 have been told are the

only works
In the

of the kind in New

Knglaml.

there is

a
loveH
half-mile walk from Fresh Pond to Mt. An
hum through ... the shadiest, coolest
and most delightful paths in the world. Here
summer

season

the horse-cars hack to Boston,
close by 1 larvald I'niversity. and
getting a near view of its lime-honored Halland tin College green. Near by is the old.
but pictures<|iie residence of the, poet Longi
fellow
And a little farther on is the tree

you

take

passing

reduced by the number of The road must be finished by next November
city had not called a public meeting, as she ought under which Washington took command ot
Iy asks as friendly legislation as that enjoyed by the
men so credited.
A marble tablet tells
They belonged pro rata to to save the lease. Are the Directors to let citizens of other commerexil nations, to restore her to. There seemed to he now a decided movement, the American army
THE MUSS IN GEORGIA.
all the towns, if to anybody. The United the road go uncompleted, because those sub- own waste places and to assist the nation in regain- and he trusted and bolic\ed it would bring tin- the year, month, day and hour on which the
sought for relief.
The news from Georgia announce* that the States officials,the state officials, and all con- scribers refuse to
memorable cu nt took place.
pay? l>y no means. These ing a ruined commerce, securing thereby, in peace,
C. IF Carter. Es«p, declined to speak at length.'
Hut lo return to Fresh I’oml ami the rail
parti-colored Legislature has eleeted one Major cerned in selling these credits to unsuspecting men first refuse to pay their subscriptions, tbi- great source of wealth and civilization, and in but
1
\>
his
assent
to
hat
had
been
said.
gave
hearty
Whitely United States Senator for the term towns, as representing men, were guilty of thus rendering the mortgage necessary, and war a reliance for national defence; that tin* H«»n.
\ on ascend from here a
Mr. Johnson asked what measures can be taken road station.
long
ending 1*71, one Colonel II. 1\ Farrow for fraud. The towns were cheated, the State then refuse to pay because there is a mort- John Lynch, and other members of the Congres- to present this matter to Congress, and urge action lliglit of steps, cross the bridge above men
sional Committee have the sincere thank-of the
the term ending 1*7:1, and one Foster Blodgett was cheated, and the
tinned, and stand upon the small peninsular
general government gage ! There is a fine specimen of double- meeting for their able rt port, and that we earnestly upon it,
for the term commencing 1*71. The elec- was cheated. The object of the
investigation distilled public spirit and Prog. Am logic ask Congress to grant tl o relief sought and -n clear- Mr. Hichborn said that the shipbuilders ought to which projects into the Fond, and upon
send a committee of live or ten men to Washington,
tion was made by the black-and-tan major- is to uncover the
which is situated the Hotel and pleasure
wrong at (he fountain head for you, reader!
ly demanded.
| to urge the subject. Other interest- are represent"
The resolution- were adopted.
ity recently thrust into the legislative body at and in all its ramifications. It is particularThe mortgage bonds will only be sold to
that make this place so attractive.
grounds
bv
hundreds
ot
and
their
delegates,
they
carry
Hon. N/(f. llichborn, in respond to a call, then jed
the point of General Terry’s bayonet—the reThis
is
the
ly due lo the cheated towns that they should cover deficiencies of subscription, and as
too.
will
cost
to
ft
«-w<\ agents,
property of Mr Hittenger. The
points,
something
spectable white majority refusing to vote or have the aid of Legislative investigation in fast as the subscriptions are collected, by law addressed the meeting. He -aid that the commer- and he could not say whether the intcjc-i wa- suf- hotel is a large, old fashioned, two storied
cial interest is a vital one to this country. The
recognize the illegal ami revolutionary pro- righting the wrong by suits against the or otherwise, the mortgage will be lifted, or founders of the
to raise fundhouse erected in 177th
Very cool and invitgovernment and the framer- of the ficiently organized
The
recital
of
lew
facts
a
lie hoped no question of party politic- would
brokers. And sooner or later they will have a sinking fund provided.
Hut for factious Constitution eompreheadod this, and -aw that it
ceeding.
simple
ing it looks on a hot summer's dav, nestled
be
of official record will serve to show the na- it.
in as i; is among the Inigo old trees. From
One witness tounu a slieatli-kmle oil the
opposition and treacherous subscribers it mu.-t be a commercial country. So much progre.-s suffered to enter into this. It i- and -hould
Towards the close of his communication. would not have been rendered
been made in this plan, even as early as the above and beyond politic.-. And he was gratified the back entrance
had
ground in front of church next morning, ture of this new turn in the Georgia mudnecessary.
you descend over steps
<
to
of
the.
ongn s-ional
say that the Democrats
The evi- dle.
lie identified the knife in court.
I’, waxes virtuously indignant, and sailh
In conclusion, and a- the best reply to all war of lsp2.th.it we were prepared to make a tight
and
terraces to a rustic wharf.
Here sailcommittee were as active and zealous as the repid- \
dence of the manner in which Andrews
upon the sea, and it w is ascertain, d that the com■•it is high time that tlii- contemptible gossip—this
we ask the public to consider
Georgia was. a eouplc ol years ago, thor- niiseriilili'
a
row-boat-,
and
steamer await
boats,
the
Even
r-.
Means
the
fairy
twattle—about “paper credits," which fault-findings,
upon
subject.
struck Jones, of the, exclamations made by
earpet-bagg]
mercial marine was the nursery of seamen for the
Into one of these you step and
Jones wlini struck and of the statement Highly reconstructed according to the Uadi-1 lias been kept up for live long con-endive veals. M the condition of the enterprise to-day as navy. The frigate Constitution, in her career of whom my friend here [turning to the editor of tie \our rdei's.
low demagogues from interested motives, should
and
cured
cal
!
made afterwards that Andrews murdered
plan,
discharged
by Congress j cease."
compared with that in which the present glory, as well as otl er -hips, were manned by Journal] don't like, are not backward. [The di-' glide contentedly over the bosom of the
tor of Journal said in reply—“It won’t do to rely lake
him. was not substantiated, but other evi- as one of the States lately in rebellion. Un- j
drifting softly in among tin■ lily-pads
We think so too. l!ut 1’. should remember managers found it. Then it was dark, un- American merchant sailor- and fi-liermen. Socon!
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dence tended to destroy it and to weaken the dor this reconstruction
oiigiv-eleeted a
tinuou- and rapid w is the increase oi shipping, on tlu m, Mr. Hirhborn—they arc lca\iug
certain
and
more
than
doubtful—without
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that in all times and countries it lias been the
your oars watching
cause of the prosecution.
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that in comparatively lew years we : A ailed Eng- just
that was Republican in both j
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clouds
above
and the deep,
The first examination of the cadaver by Legislature
flaky
pink,
fortune of the good and virtuous to be ma- funds, without credit, without a word of en- land. tieThe extent to wliich the carrying trade lias pa--great maratimo power of the world, and
the physicians was hasty and uncritical branches, and that embraced whites and
blue water beneath you. If you have a fished
into
a shining couragement outside a few earnest friends,
the
handilike
loves
of
not
nreeiated
Death,
Slander,
aj
foreignerit
in
exceeded
Cobden, and other English
On Monday County Attorney Rice issued a blacks, and at the same time elected repre- ligned.
mark. And the best way to stop all this and harrassed by a determined opposition, of state-men saw and acknowledged the 1 .-s of Eng- even yet. While the committer wa-at New York ing rod and ambition you will throw olf your
warrant, for instructions, to 1 >rs. Buxton and sentatives to the Fortieth
The
which the lingering remain- are seen in the land'- prestige. The late war was her opportunity it was shown that out of sixty hark.- that were languor and wrappings simultaneously, and
Congress.
l.evensaler to exhume the body for more
gossip and twattle by low demagogues is ImMessrs. Kill
thus
chosen
elected
columns
of the. Prog. Age.
Now it is an as- to destroy our tonnage, and she embraced it. We loading at that port, forty-three were tbr- ign, and if
Legislature
skillful ugler soon have as line a string
careful examination. The Surgeons all (five)
pure and virtuous men like 1’. to refrain from
seventeen American. Tin* freight earned !-\ this
lost one half of our shipping.
sured
its
about
of
li-li
success,
as ever swam.
If it is in the winter.,
agreed, and only the testimony of 1 >r. William and Miller Senators from Georgia in Concompleted,
grading
rushing into the arena to shield the paper
The State of Maine is greatly interested in this va-t preponderance of foreign bottoms is a -irain
A. Ranks of Rockland was called for.
He gress.
The Representatives came on to
the larger part of its bridges in place, the
Won't be likely to do an\ of these things
low
and
but
to
“lie
credit
dealers,
you
i
just
keep
It- rivers, harbors, climate and popula- upon the country. If a cargo of grain is -hip]
stated that there were two wounds, that the
Washington as soon as Georgia’s reconstruc- dark" until the
iron being shipped, funds in readiness to pay question.
hut will walk quieth out upon the smooth
proper bearings of the subariilaginous and not the osseous portion of tion was declared
tion, all favor this important industry. The ac- in a foreign vessel, we can draw against tin* n-_and
were
at
once
complete,
for
and
a
lease
to
—if
in
hard iee and see what is just as interesting,
it,
an
vessel,
American
we
draw
boih
the ribs was severed ; that the superior vena
its
Until
against
responsible parties cumulated wealth within borders liasvcrv largean open, and exject can be got at.
admitted to seats in the House and participacava was cut : that the knife might have been
haustive investigation can be had, people will which guarantee six per cent, on its capital. ly come from the profits of commerce. Fifty of the cargo and freight. Twenty-live million- a year an it' less lovely—the workmen cutting iee.
held with the edge towards tlie sternum or ted in its proceedings until the 40th Congress
thus put into the pockets of foreigners. If wi- had
First a scraper made of wood, with a sharp
continue to talk. They always have, and al- Could anything more be asked? If the seaboard cities and towns pay one ball' of the State I
from it. and that a heavy blow was not. necBut before the Senators presented
They became rich because commerce was eared for our commerce a- tin y have uvd for iron
are to be blamed for what they tax.
expired.
managers
will.
edge is drawn over the iee b\ horse"
ways
essary to the result. This testimony left it
free and untraninelied. And if these fetters are theirs, we could have saved that amount.
haven’t done, lot them lie credited with what
oil' the snow and other impurities
clear that either Andrews or Smalley might their credentials, the Republican Legislature
scraping
v.
made
som«
(’apt. Henry MeGiIvcry
;-y
to be continued the State debt of (fight millions is
THE SHIPPING MOVEMENT.
have dealt the fatal blows.
Next comes the iee plough which grooveSmalley showed of Georgia made the discovery that under the
they ini re done.
able remarks, and several oth« r gentleman souk
to
be
a heavy mortgage on all the property of the
interWe trust that the meeting of those
a wound in the palm of bis hand which might
Constitution of the State that had been adoptthe ice into the squares we see in tlie market,
briefly. before the meeting ad'-mmed
-4 ate.
in
have been produced by a knife held in tiic
Mr (bdloday, democrat, of Ivi.i .irky. on
ed in accordance with the reconstruction acts ested in ship-building, winch was held
these ploughs are very sharp and pointed
Besides tbi-. there is a que-tion of national -afety
hand during the .struggle.
and accepted by Congress, the negro mem- this citv last Thursday, may he the inaugura- being charged with complicity in the cadet which enters into the argument in favor of foster- DEMOCRATIC CITY COMMITTEE MEETING. and >o constructed that
A. R. (build l'lsip. in defence referred very
they cut with mathetion of a series of similar meetings on the sidling business, resigned his phn e. (low ing our shipping. If wc have a war it will be wi ll
matical precision, making each square ot
tersely to the prejudice and false rumors bers were not elcgible to -eats, and *o ousted
( omAt
a meeting of the Democratic
City
which had well nigh condemned a man un- them: and when the Senators arrived at sea-board of the State. They are needed to Stevenson, democrat, refuse- to accept the a commercial people, either England or France.
and exact size.
After this tin- long,
Wo arc near to these countries by the ocean, an 1 mittee, held at the Journal oilier, on Wed- equal
made
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heard. reviewed all the evidence brought
that
demand
the
to
lit
force
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being
and
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credentials
(lolloday.
give
resignation
saypresented
duty
Washington
broad-bladed
with
saws,
large, rough, jag
near neighbors Ic the British Provinces.
forward and railed Andrews upon the stand.
Maine by nesday March lb tin* following; resolutions
to the Senate, that body took the ground upon Congress for a charge of the naviga- to the State, to hi- constituent.- anil to his
Andrews testified that Smalley tried to keep
her harbors and ivers, inviies attack, a- well a- by were
ged teeth are brought into requisition by a
adopted
as
to
to
this
demands
a
own
honor
full
is
as
true
It
inrespect
iuvo-tigation of the booty to be gained. The Alabama claim- are Whereas, a
out of the afliay. that, in the first place, he that the Republican Legislature of Georgia tion laws.
ot workmen who saw the iee into
strips
re<iue-t signe.l I.v t w.-nty-nim- ot' tin* gang
was drawn into it unwillingly, that Jones at- had by the expulsion of the negro members other matters that “those are best helped who the charges made against him by the only unsettled, and th»*
great wrong of England -till un- Democrats of Beliast, for the calling of a < mucus or sheets. It i- then paddled and pulled
on
to
thitacked him without provocation.
has
been
Saturday evening,
presented
got itself out of the Union again, and there- help themselves." If we don’t demand what tribunal to which he is amenable. And the atoned. What v e shall demand and what will fol- rommittce.
and it appearing that forty-two of tin along, by means of large hooks attached to
Smalley had admitted that lie used the fore was not entitled to
in we need, we shall never get it. The remark Coveriior is right. Will the llangor Whig low cannot be seen in advance. But when wc Democ rats of the city ha\c signed a call for ( itirepresentation
Here they arc
There
was
no
evidence
knife in self-defence.
long poles, to the Canal.
have no ships, no yards, and no maritime means, zens’ caucus to be licid on Friday c\cuing; and
Congress. After standing out in the cold for of Mr. Iliehborn was eminently truthful, that i please take notice.
to establish the contrary.
divided
into
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whereas
there
is
a
on
the*
of
the
citizen.again
desire
part
will be her hour. She neglects nothing, and is alcontaining lout
Andrews is pronounced not guilty and dis- a time, the Senators returned to the genial there was need of a change in the style of
to lay aside party considerations in city atlairs unmeans of a long chiseled
MUNICIPAL
square-,
with a large navy, and a vast array of til the
ELECTIONS.
by
ways
ready,
shaped
Railroad shall be completed, looking only
missed. Smalley is bound over for trial at warmth of their southern homes and there
talk here at home. We can well imagine the
The Democrats of Burkspori. who always make merchant steamers tit for the navy. Our naval lor the host measure.- and host men for carrying instrument.
They are then pushed into the
the next Criminal Court in 81000 bonds.
subsided to await the progress of events—the chagrin which Mr. II. must experience, as a determined
forward that enterprise
1 anal
This canal is narrow and sweepR n klaml Free Press.
light, on Monday looted their entire men understand this.
Therefore, Resolved. That it i- inexpedient
Fan we reach this thing, and right the wrongs
Representatives, however, continuing on, as well as our delegation in Congress, while board of selectmen. Alt honor to them.
make any exclusively Democratic nominations f.■ r with a gradual bend to the ice-house. passeMAINE LEGISLATURE.
A despatch from J. F. Moses, F>i|., informed us we are sutiering?’ While Maine was lighting on the* coming eitv election, and that we conns, i the
before stated, to participate in the proceed- laboring for relief, to be shown by some
under that, ami "mills out on the other side
Democrat-- >f Belfast to attend the « iti/.cn- <
in tlie :til. iii the Senate, on motion of .Mr.
of the victory ou Monday evening, and the mail the laud., her properl> oil the sea was destroyed.
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that
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to
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Near its exit i- placed a water-wheel workeM
: on Friday evening, and to -upport its nomine
Fiviieli. a committee composed of Messrs. French. ings
!
the. following tetter fr mi another enthusi- Peace tound one half of her -hips gone. A mow
Resolved, That we yield to no men in our devo- !>'.
Lindsey, and Cushing was appointed, to lie joined this our Republican statesmen have been en- Prog. Age. containing the declaration that it brought
sleatn loiiii die engine-room, which .sement was made to ask relief and ro-toration,
astic.
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to
tlie
to
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House,
consider
and
on
the
and
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welfare
<*t
exMy
principles
report
in the task of reconstructing Georgia makes no difference whether we have any
The Democracy of Buckspor; have made a clean w as laughed at. Other interest-, the mining, man- the* party, and that when the present .-n-is in om cures
strong current through the canal all
pediency of a due obscr' aiiee by the Legislature of gaged
the both anniversary of the sovereignty of the so as to get the expelled negroes back into
Well might they ask what sweep of the Board of Selectmen, electing A. Col- ufacturing and western agricultural interops, wore city affairs -h ill he over. \v. nv r-aady to .?r..
or not!
'il Im niai'
Tlie eanal iships
bridged at interstate, which will occur on the loth of March. The
Asa Turner. ..intest for flic
party line-- again.
This was done by act of kind of people there are in Maine, to sup- by. J. .T. Lee andanimated
and pressing at Washington, and wvr indef\\ II "JMrsow
lilt concerning the rate of interest was passed to the Union again.
(Signed)
vals i' u Me [ilank-. .mcl inside the
tirst was a very
one.
On the third ballot eager
building
Even the whiskey interest was
Me engrossed by yeti- is. nays (>.
A.<; <. 11.mi >i: r.
Tlie Liquor Law Congress and Gen. Terry's bayonets.
I', llinks, ferelit to us.
Geor- port newspapers that erv down the interest Mr. Colby was elected Chairman, over
|,rll':p:|;"
is diviih 1 iul" two channels.
I pon these
Jc.HX \\ 1> 1
Kill was passed to lie engrossed, slightly amended,
11;
the regular republican candidate by Fill majority. stronger there than we were.
< "?mm‘
T. W. Lorn not*.
■uni printed. The Railroad consolidation bill came gia is now as site was, according to the con- which the resolutions of public meetings and
/. It."
plank- stand men, who again divide tin- ico
As a last resort, when it was f«»:md wr could gm
Win t r\. absent. >
(J.
up, and after being amended, Wednesday next as- gressional theory,
before her Republican the delegation in Congress declare is vital to
At tile election, on Monday. Win.
Stockton.
a> n.
no hearing before the regular committees, a
passes so that when It reaches the ice■igned for it- further consideration. A lest tote
specAs a neces- our
showed sixteen of tli
Senate, a majority, in its Legislature ousted the negroes.
house ji is in -ingle s nare
prosperity and safety. Well may Mr. Gritliil was eliosen Moderator; 1-idwin segur, ial eoinmittee on .shipping was asked for. Mr.
These squares
I
I
favor. In tlie House the committee on the judiciary
NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTION.
sary consequence Messrs. Hill and Miller are Iliehborn say there i- a need ot change in 'Ierk ; Alexander Staples. diver Fletcher, and K. Lynch specially pressed it. It was granted, and
are now lowed into the
reference
to
next
on
order
reseparated channels
reported
legislature
The annua! election t > »k place in New DampII. Crocker, Selectmen; True Green. Collector and sat in the recess.
Testimony was taken from praclative to reducing tlie number of jurymen to six for the Senators of that State for the terms to the talk at home.
one at a t me. so that
tollow eaeli other
G. Bowen, and Lyman Partridge
they
shin
Joint
on Tucvdsx.
Treasurer;
Three
candidate, fo r <;.»\ ,*nmr
trials. Tlie Westbrook matter came up by assign- which
tical men in Boston. Portland, .Yew York and
It is sincerely to he hoped that the interest School
they were elected, just exactly the
in -ingle !i!e to the inelined plane which rises
xvcrc in the held, Bedel. the Democratic
ment. an 1 after discussion tlie House voted. 72 to is
Supervisor; Win. Hopkins. Town Agent. other place- They considered the matter
...
wifhgreai
same as if they had been admitted when they
not to authorize division.
in this matter may not he suffered to lag'. It The tirst three otlicers named are republican—the
nd trout the garni 1 to the top ot the building.
The result is that they came to the conclu- Stearns, repuhliean: Flint. Labor Reform :
care.
• Mi the 1th, in tlie Senate, the Committee on
Ag- presented their credentials, and they would has been
of great labor and rest are Democrat'
dint
tines
were drawn and
Party
by
pressed
riculture reported a r> solve in the favor of the
sion that our commercial marine i- valuable in Barrows. Temperance. The following i- a dim- Over til is are endless ehaii s moved by -team
■ m
vm i<’Uiim :u
in UUUlilon
certainly have been admitted as were the persistence, to its present point, where it a square tight had. But for the defection ot a por- peace and must he kept up a means of defence ming up of the returns—
j_
"ruining
to which are attaelied > amp- or slats t"
to £28,ooo voted ia>t year.
The Committee on ad< 'uncord, .March t».
tion of the Democrats, from allege d personal grievhad not the negro legislators seems on the
I o'c-lock
\. M.
Tin Re- eateli and hold
Representatives
in war. Tin* next question that presented itself
verge of success. The agitatin- iee. and upon these the
ournment reported an order that all the commithave
puhlicans
tin* entire Democratic ticket would have
probably elected -i\ ■! th« >miabeen thrown overheard. But the Congress- tion should be
tees report tinally or or before the Oth inst., and
was what shall be the means of relief;
More met tings ances,
It was tor-, and there will
kept up.
probably he two a. ain ir-, and workmen force In -ingh squares a> the
been chosen. We feel certain that on reflection found that other nations had
if unable t » do so. a»ign a day^when it will be posbacked by Bullock who should be called, more
acted upon the idea three* of the live* ouncillors.
chains revolve
speeches made, more these gentlemen will regret their course. The
sible. The consolidation bill was taken up and Terry Legislature,
there an two sets ot them
< >nc hundred and
that a thriving commerce could not he a burdened
sixty-four town •..
further amended and then assigned for Wednesday. figures as Governor of Georgia, propose to interest awakened.
should
be
Stearns,
*27 7-sU
-id' by side, and titled to tin- two
determination and thorough organization of commerce. The sea is a
Delegations
spirit,
working
resolve
the
Phe
great highway on which
proposing
payment of all State set those Senators
p».4lt)
Bede*!,
summarily aside and put sent to Washington, to impress upon Con- the Democrats of Stockton lias always been admir- all nations
channels oi he eanal. I'pi.u the plane are
debts contracted prior to Feb. 25,1862, was taken
compete, and from which those who j
Flint,
>. 114
mI» and indefinitely postponed by a vote of 17 to 6. the individuals whose names are mentioned gress tlie importance to the sea-board and to able, and we have often alluded to them a> models compete ar a disadvantage must retire. If we have
Barrows,
pun
| 1 lie return- so far, -how a net os, i.» Su-am-•' tour Mats ot levels vv here tin ict can he stopIn the House the hill providing that selectmen above as elected
yesterday in their places! the whole country of the action indicated in in this respect. I oil' ll, they mu always whip out high taxes on ships we must have high freights to about
shall not he treasurers or collectors was amended
1 ,s")<)
ped. and slid oil to the packing rooms. At
The whole proceeding in Georgia is so
-•»
as not to he applicable to towns of less than
make them pay, and high freights discriminate
I In- return- to I o'clock show
irreg- the report ot the special committee. If this their opponents.
-til! furtbci io-< tin' tie -1
stop i- a large broom having very
1.500 inhabitants, and engrossed. The bill provid- ular
F.
A.
Oscar
Xouthpoht.
Diekev,
Moderator:
to
Stearns.
I hey indicate hi- r. -election i-y ! _*• “*
and ridiculous that it scarcely rises in is done, we
against us and in favor of unburdened shipping.
may once more see our sliip-vards Hills, Town clerk' Janies M. Stevens. Daniel A.
ing for the employment of teachers bv School Comthick
In ashes, made ot alder and birch
or loOO
Tint
returns
embrace
c
iu
majority
The result of the committee's deliberations was
twigs,
mittees was engrossed. The bill concerning the dignity to a parallel with the anarchic overseven-eighths of the .'state*.
u hi
busy, and wealtli circulating in all the Wadliu, W. J. Greenlaw, Selectmen: J. M. Stev- that they agreed to make certain
swops tin- iee clean a- it passes.
rate of interest, on its final passage, was tabled.
recommendation.
which keep the semi-savage monturnings
ens, Town Agent; Treasurer, David Batch: Colarteries of our sea-hoanl trade.
II' i1 a i so i- t he laigineei
Saturday the following resolves were finally
Tin y are as follows—
'noli, I tv means ot
passed in the Senate: in favor of Wilton Academy: grels of Mexico and her sister .southern “Relector, J. 1,. Witho rice: School Committee. F. A.
1HE CITY ELECTION.
The remission of the dutn s imposed upon
First,
which
the
can
he
the
revision
of
lnaehinery
concerning
public, laws. The act
instantly stopGold has got a serious fall. The tendency Dickey. No party issue.
in a slaty of disorder that caricathe raw material entering into the construction of
additional to the liquor law was passed to he en- publics”
W o call tin; attention of the Democrats ol ped in ease of an accident or obstruction
Montv It.I.K Kl.KC now
Wonders will never vessels and steamers, limiting the amount to the
In the House the resolve concerning tures every feature of civil government.
grossed.
Yet lias been downward tor some months past,
minimum of duties per ton collected on the materi- Belfast to the action of their Committee, as
flu* broken pit res oi ice drop from here indebts of this State contracted prior to Feb. 25, 1862.
it is so nearly akin with the. proceedings of until now the metal is able to score only cease! Muntville lias elected !t. L. Keene. Demo- al required for certain classes of vessels, and when
came from the Senate indefinitely postponed, and
it is endorsed to the eanal below, and an- driven out into
in this paper.
that
was always
tirst
crat.
Moutville,
published
selectman!
is
American
iron
used
in
the
If Mr
construction of iron
was lai<! on the table.
The House assigned Thurs- our Radical “rulers” at Washington that no about thirteen per cent, premium.
vessels, an amount per ton equivalent to the duties by nine-tenths of the Democrats ot the city
so black as to he called Africa! Moutville. that has
the pond by tin swiftly rushing current.
Il
day noon as the time lor a vote capital punishment
one can even give a reasonable guess as to Boutwell isable to “hold him,” the “tinatical
bill.
heretofore given three republican votes to one dem- on a lik. amount of imported raw materials, limit- who desire to
tin*
utmost force to their by chance the iee gets
give
the
amount
to
he
clogged, baskets made,
ing
paid.
'The following acts were passed to be engrossed which set of Senators will be admitted from men” think thatspeei payments may he near. ocratic!
What in the world is going to happen!'
Second. That all stores to he used by vessels views in sustaining the men who bale in ot light iron chains attached to long poles
in the Senate Monday : to incorporate the Merchants
Such is Radical “reconstruction !” If Senator Revels and his associates can acKnox. J. D. Cookson, Moderator: Janies Hig- sailing to foreign ports, may he taken in bond free
are
Warehouse < >. of Portland; to incorporate the Georgia.
brought into requisition.
charge the railroad enterprise. The all tor a
1 lie ice-house i- divided into two sections
Mutual Insurance Co.; to incorporate the Lewiscomplish this result, wo shall realize Bishop gins, Win. B. Baker, Jam' it. Clements, Select- ut iduty.
we
to
hird. Further
encourage in\estmont in ■'hip- Citizens’ Caucus, which
ion General Hospital; to provide for the organizapublish, will show —one oe \ijaiiwl 1 >y tlie eanal. the inelined
I>. Cookson,
men ; Nathan Aborn. Treasurer; J.
and the time when
The Rangor Whig charges us with
ping, and to extend aid to ships already built, and
tion of plantations; resolves in favor of the towns
“easing He tier's lines,
s. I,. Committee: J. If. Jackson. Town i'Ierk. All which have been sailed during and -nice the rebell- how the people, without distinction of partv. plane, and the engine-room -the other by
“Afrio’s sunny fountain.
of Byron. Uoxbury, Gpillton and Madrid, appro- up” on the Democratic
Congressmen accused
Rolls down its golden sands."
Between these two secDemoearts, with the exception of Jackson, who ion at great disadvantage, allowing t.* ail sail ves- an* uniting to sustain that one great interest da packing rooms.
priating money to aid them in rebuilding bridges of
""Is and ail steamers running to the British North
selling cadetships. The charge has been
destroyed by the freshet last fall. Bills were read
was unaininousiy chosen,
our friends have done
of our city. One more united etl'ort. audit tions are long narrow passage-ways corresAmerican
Province,,
mie
dollar
and
<*ents
fitly
per
and assigned concerning mortgages of real estate: brought against three members of
A meeting was held in Bangor on Tuesday, well—e
with each of the levels of the inclined
Congress
ton: and on all other steamers running to foreign will lie accomplished.
xeeleully well.
Then we can have ponding
relating to carrying into effcc.t contracts of deceased who are
viz: Messrs. Wood, of those interested in shipping, to take action
plane.
.Moderator: ports, #:*, per ton.
Democrats,
Through eaeli of these iron tracks
Howe.
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Foam;fort.
J.
Hon.
to
in
the
relating
exceptions
persons;
Supreme
party lines again drawn. And even now, if are laid sweeping with a heml to the levels.
the
of our treaty with England J
James
< Ierk : Fpton Treet. < 'has.
•ludieial Court; allowing school houses to be used Mungen and Golloday. The
It.
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measures
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By
in
to
before
stipulations
Town
ConColson.
respect
following parasuccess be
In the House
for religious worship, lectures, &c.
sought, more Democrats They arc built with a slight downward grade ;
Hon. S. II. Dale presided. Speeches Lane and N. It. Pendleton, Selectmen, Assessors we are debarred from imposing dues upon their practical
the Senate order relating to celebration of the fifth graphs, which we cut from the Boston Adver- gress.
and moves
be
can
into
the
along
which
not
onr
Town
got
are
own.
city government through upon these the ice drops
We
ships
imposed upon
anniversary of the admission of Maine to the Union tiser (Republican) of Saturday, will dispose were made by Dr. Ladd, Benj. Crosby, B. and overseers of the Poor; Fpton Treat,
almost with tlie rapidity of steam-ears.
O. Lane. Superintending School Committee. now have a yearly lax of 3o cents a ton on ves- the citizens’ movement than in
and bill aii act to amend the statutes relating to
Agent:
other
any
Workmen are stationed at dilferenl points
L. Crosby, A. D. Manson, T. J. Stewart and
carrying into effect contracts of deceased persons of the first two—
B. Kingsbury, Jr., republican was elected Mayor sels. It is proposed to change this and charge ;>0 way
with long iron-pointed poles to guide the iee
were indefinitely
The committee investigating the sales of cadet- others.
A series of earnest resolutions was of
postponed. The resolve laying
cents a ton on each foreign arrival, tin* amount realover Putnam, DemPortland
on
liv23J
a tax on tin* several counties and the bill amendaMonday,
on
it- swift and erratic course, and at the
ascertained yesterday that Mr. Mungen is
ships
to
he
ized
fmm
this
returned
to
our
vessels
s
in
the
-re
1
cut
ocrat. Several other than party isso
intory of the liquor law were passed to be engross- probably innocent of wrong-doing in connection passed.
STATE VALUATION BY COUNTIES.
I doors ol the various compartments stand
ed.
of
bounties. They have man v lines of steamwith his West Point appointment
to the contest, and tilings were a good deal mixed. shape
1 he Valuation Commissioners have lin- I three men. who eateli the squares ns they
“Were we to build no sea-going ships,
The committee on the cadet business did not do
In Bath, Samuel D. Bailey. Democrat, for Mayor, ers while we have none, and tlmse will contribute
Death of John L. Seavey. The Boston nitieli
and force them aside upon another
to-day. The sole debate in the House brought NOR ENGAGE IN THE FOREIGN CARRYING was elected In
islied their work so as pi report the followin'' pass
1+ majority over Bayne, republican. largely to this fund.
Post has a despatch from Concord,March Gth, out tile faet that there is nothing against Fernando TRADE, WE SHOULD PERCEIVE THE DIFFERtrack, down which thev slide to the packing
Such is the programme on which the committee, by countin'
In Saco, .Moses Lowell, republican was re-elected
ENCE but little.”
giving the following particulars of the sud- AVood.
rooyis. Here they are received h\ anothci
[Progressive Age.
of western and eastern men, have agreed
composed
den death of Mr. Seavey,
1‘olls. 1 '•»! I-.
set of workmen who grapple them with
is
there
Kstntos. 17~l:ito*
When
of
the
Mayor.
kind
of
Wateranything
proven
The above is the encouragement given to
formerly
< '‘Unities.
1*00.
1*70.
1880.
vilie—
is7n.
.Vulmrii elected Seth Miller, and Lewiston Joseph unanimously. .Shall it become a law? Mr. I.vneh
strong hooks anil draw them oil' to their
against Mr. Golloday, or any other Democrat, our great local industry, by a paper publish- P.
0.551 7".*94 8.230.892 17,592.555
About t o’clock
and others who are interested in ir. want to know Androscoggin,
afternoon John L
Fessenden, both republicans.
yesterday
places. When a compartment is filled even
Aroostook.
5.212
".418
1,4*1,008
and
wc
will
state
that he is ed in this
3,830.094
certainly print it,
Seavey, landlord oftlie Pliemx Hotel,was driving
what we think of it. Mr. Lynch says if we demand < 'iimlx-rland.
city. How do you like it, ship
15,098 19.*12 30,301,035 48,94*> 3->;{ with tlie level, they go to next higher and so
Main
street
in
a
up
sleigh, conversin'; with a man an unworthy member of the
Mr. Moses Bates, a well known Massachusetts these
The whole is now covered
concessions, and press tin* demand, we shall Franklin.
1,380 1.51* 4.194.193 5.0|* 75>i on to the top.
party and of builders, ship-owners and sailors ?
tf : democrat, declares
in another sleigh. Mr. Seavey suddenly tell over
the mission ot the demothat
Hancock.
7 ,*10 .*.311 0,300,* 1* 7,2742123 with saw-dust and closed up ready for use.
as if struck by a snowball, when
i eratie party will lie fruitless until it shall have get them. Let us do it. And there is need of a
opposite the resi- congress. Let the AVliig call our attention to
Kennebec.
11.0*4 12.921 15.273.355 21.00-1 034
dence of tiov. Stearns, dropping his reins. The
The establishment which I visited was that
A shocking affair was the burning of a cot- buried the dead issues of the past and come up change of talk here at home. Yo longer say,
it Knox,
such evidence, if we chance to overlook it.
j
7.271 7.009 9.212.824 10.507‘iM-»
horse started on a run. hut was soon stopped, and
to the work of progressive reform which can’t he done,’’ for it con he done.
Sons.
I pon the opLot
us consider
1 manfully
Lincoln,
wool
ton
and
0.127 0,992 0.177,241 0.*57.0ld of Messrs. Hittenger &
establishment
at
AVill the AVhig do us the justice to copy the
dying
Nepon- animates the people lo-dsv." Mr. Bate.- is a sensi- I
-Mr. Seavey was found to he dead, having been
*•2*0 8.390
what has already been accomplished by the special < >xford,
7,7*3,402 9,794,9(10 posite sides of tlie pond are the establishtaken with an apoplctic fit. His age was about 00.
near
Boston.
So
ble
I
was
the
man
in
Journal.
this.
set,
?
\ Penobscot.
rapid
spread
above extracts
[Kennebec
11,430 10.149 11,359,837 22,151,475 ments of Messrs. Tudor A t’o., and the BosHe leaves two sons and a daughter. Mr.
It is much, and we can accomplish all
Seavey
I Piscataquis,
1.200 3.355 22130,053
About the deadest issue of the past is the ; committee.
of the flames that six women who were at I
3.414.0*0 ton iee l'o.
Messrs. Tudor A < o. cut only
came here from Watervilie Me., and,though
I if wc work for it.
having
!
4.509 4,909 19,054,434 11.041,340
Sagadahoc*
been here not more than two years, was universally
The ice Messrs.
Gw.at Fall in Goli>. A private despatch, work in the attic were unable to escape, and radical party, and it is probably to its burial
thick ice for shipping.
Somerset.
7.507
8.339
Palmer
was called upon, but excused himU.
0.8*1,971
L.
10,047.459
esteemed. Prayers took place at the Phenix Hotel
Waldo,
I
8.413 8,42* 7,710.729 10.090,581 Hittenger A Sons were packing was nine
that
Air.
So
I
Bates
himself.
is
de
were
all
mara
this afternoon. The remains will he carried to on AVednesdav, states that gold was sold in perished in the flames.
voting:
say
from
They
making speech.
j self
7.312. *.*19 7.024.719 9.04**** inches thick and they were running it in at the
I WashingtonWatervilie to-morrow morning for interment.
New York on that day for 10 1-n premium. ried. and most of them had small children.
we all.
T. II. Si n ion ton. E-q.. f < am den. \\ a- railed up- ! Y«>r!
13.93* 13 -31 |- 135.01* •>•! (12 *--, rate of sixty
Pitm ii
squares :> minute.
draft

was

thereby
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LETTER FROM AUGUSTA.
Correspondence of the Journal.

Case—Railroad Consolida-

The Westbrook

tion—Adjournment—The Dam—-Governor
Chamberlain.
I'lie Westbrook

ease,

on

i. is at last disposed of, and the* lobbyists
both sides have retired to their respective

■■>de-.

Next winter the
and the

again

up

question

will

j

come

.ntest lie renewed with in-

e

tsed vigor. In this, liki most other questions that have been settled bv this Legislature, the defeated party complain latterly of
-axing been cheated, and make all sorts of
-tatemeuts as to how it xvas done-—some of
■x

hit li

•.

mestx

--j

a

portion

[i

light buggy of the
Wingate, Simmons, & Co.,
D'Arthenay of this

A
good WoKKMAXSiur.
manufacture ot Messrs.
Fnion, belonging to Mr. John

immersed in water in Coder & Gardiner's
cellar from Sunday the 21st inst., until Friday the
25th. and when taken out not a single joint was
started, testifying to the excellent quality of workmanship of these gentleman in a manner which it
would be difficult to find equalled. [Maine Farmer.

eiiy,

to the

eonqilimentary
xoling with

the

of those

The friends ot Oakland, the proof the new town, are full of tight,

majoritv.
n.-ed

all

imt at

are

keep the ball rolling until they

slic-

ed
oiisolidatioii stock has taken

(

rise

a

during

last two weeks end, the members of the
Third House" interested in the matter

»pelid.

They

are

leaving

no

are

kind.

stone unturn-

md taking nothing for granted, will
-ib'li the garni* and work until tin* final vote

The Whig says that freight
Itailroad is rapidly increasing.

I.

It is

declared.

decidedly interesting

looker-on to notice the different

imposing the railroad lolihx

how

wound members and the imluencc

flu-

is

President Dmin.

ot

on

the l’iseataqnis

The legislature having mooted the question of re-,
moving ihe state capital from Augusta to Bangor,

to a

elements

they bring

upon the consideration of the sum of $100,01X1 being eontvibut. d by tin-city, twenty-live gentlemen
of Bangor have promised to furnish the desired
sum \\ ithout delay.

the Maine

John T. Senvey, formerly of I'nity and Waterill,-, died at I uncord. X. II., oil the nth.

they

work

bear on them.

to

was

A New Invention. The York County Indedependent says that Charles Hardy. Esq., agent of
the Hardy Machine Co., has just patented a new
machine for grinding planer knives. It is an iuvention long needed and will supply a want long
felt. Hon. James M. Burbank, of this eitv. informs
ii' that he has one of them in operation at his planing mill, which he speaks of in the highest terms,
and he would not dispose of it for twice the amount
paid if In- could not obtain another of the same

name

onl will

j

a

Nathaniel Harlow, of Bangor, has followed to
ntial-—direxvd. clear-headed, tar-seeing—
who marshals the forces and directs the earn- the grave his liftli wife, and is still hearty.
John Ware asks that the $15,000 interest due in
i,vn. with the working power of a stcamTh" whole field is in liis eye, April on his Maine Central bonds be paid in gold.
w bi him.
1

■

nr.itegx oxerlooked.

Then*,
the p-dislied ^eth L. iMilliken, of

mt ot
,x

„,.

I

e

•■

keiui

ll i-i

briar,

quietly

but effeet-

up the ease in his own way.
evel-headed Hen. ,1. II. BlltHampileii, plavs no small part in the

,.t

“good for high" any time, and
everv day in the
a
ek.
V man that wont experience religion
mler his leaching. 1- ts.no germs of piety in
He is

vx'iial

xx s

he is about

W. M. Lougley of (ireeti, also has
linger in the pie. He is the “honest injun"
tin
larty. Under his plain farmer garb
good deal of practical knowledge of men

his soul.

specie payments, Thursday, by giving

change in silver coin.

The reception of the remains of (Jeorge
the city of Portland about *0200.

Peabody

ust

-hrewd,

in

a

resume,

working

lx
j'l.o
■r

.isa

a

In New, York, a Broadway wine merchant and
Bowery lm»tmaker announced that they would

The republican split, in

Virginia

still refuses to

heal.
William A. 1! 'bin-on, an assistant teacher in the
Lincoln public school, in San Francisco, has been
sentenced to six months imprisonment in the
coiinD jail for the cruel punishment of pupils.
lion. F. A. Pike lias been elected to the Legislafrom Calais, to fill the vacancy occasioned by

ture

Mr. Whidden's

resignation.

Ninety millions of dollars have been added
uealth of the State during the last ten years.

to

the

md things, particularly of railroad matters.
Otis Kimball, a well known citizen of Bath, died
-i
which he has been more or less interested suddenly of heart disease on the 0th.
The wide awake (ico. ILUreeley
for yeartirant says lie never knew what C. O. T>. meant
of Dover, the “Man Friday" of the party, is until that ten-dollar dog came to him—"Collect On
[X. V. Item.
His duties are varied Dog."
Tvwliere present.
A man in Piqua, Ohio, drinks twenty cups of
nd arduous. A few others are omitted for eotl'ee at his supper and finds no difficulty in sleepOil tin* whole it is a strong ing as long as his wife will let him.
want of time.
Has any one the ingenuity to invent a household
-in, ami if consolidation does not become
article for "straining the eyes?" [Ken. Journal.
fixed fact, it will not lie because all the

strings
x

have not been

Yes.

pulled.

i'here leas been considerable talk about an
Ijournment until some time in April, or un-

-;i the Valuation Commissioners are ready to
port, but as the report is nearly ready. \x ith
bo exception of that part relating to xvihl

'rhe fashionable cob-weh veils do it beauti-

fully.
The counsel for McFarland, whose trial for killing Richardson was to take place immediately, have
made an application for an adjournment of two
weeks to prepare

a

full defence.

A burglar in Portland
smashing the glass, robbed

broke into a store by
it of a lot of goods, with

N'evvburyport

mourns

Hie loss of

a

£.'>oo trained

h>g, the property of Prof. Sliupy.
A Providence gentleman, took his
live-year old
a to church for the lirst time a few weeks
ago.
When the clergyman said.
Let us pray.’’ the
urei’tous youngster, in a high-keyed voice,'electriU'-l the congregation with the exclamation. “Let
her

forty inches wide and one-sixteenth of
thick, and looks very nice and white.

l'lie Fat Contributor says that lie lias made $10,by lecturing this winter, and would have made
more if he could
only lecture and tend door at the
same time.
Maine inventors have
following patents
been issued: Frank Tlioits. Yarmouth, friction
roller for tire-arms; George F Wcv mouth. 1 iresdeii,
horse
hay-fork; Sevvall Leaeli, lVnohscot. assignor
to himself; ,1. I). Leaeli and Sabin Hutchins, same
place, rudder collar.
to

A

portion of the dam at Augusta was carried
by the recent fresliet, and the people there
are feeling badly about business
prospects.
silver halves and quarters begin to
One
appear
«ur energetic advertisers is
circulating $300 of
nil-ill
among his customers.
[ Lewiston Journal.

Blessings

on

The messengers of the telegraph offices have often to witness affecting scenes in the delivery of
despatches announcing the loss of friends. Recenthanded to a man in this city which announced tlie deatli of a near relative. Reading it
attentively, lie fixed his eyes on the ground for a
few moments, and ventured the remark—“Well,

ly

are

Later advices confirm the report of General
Jordan’s resignation of the chic! command of the
t ’uhiui forces.

how d—d easy folks die now-a-davs!”
and nothing more.

Dewcese and Whittemore. the

expelled carpetby ncgroes.it i- said.

baggers,

will he succeeded
That will he an improvement.
Mr. James M.

Whitney,

a

one was

Only that,

I’he Journal was in demand after the
masquerade, and a large extra edition was disposed of.
'I'he mild winter has created a demand for Maine
ice. and dealers in the article in this
are

well known tenor

singer of Boston lias eloped with Mrs. William
Willard, the wife of a portrait painter.

region

making money. Mr. E. L. Whittieris shipping his
Ben Butler has been sunk in forty fathoms of
third cargo from this city to Philadelphia. He is
water. Unfortunately it is not the Massachusetts
getttng blocks 2S inches thick, and clear as crystals.
representative, Imt a schooner of that name.
Wc learn that Carleton, Norwood & Co., of RoekAn English vessel was wrecked a few
days since port, have recently taken a large contract for ice to
at s. W. Harbor, Me.
She was brought in by
he delivered next summer.
Androw Haynes anti others for the sum of $?llf)0.
A number of English vessels are wrecked on this
A parish party of the Unitarians will lie given at
and the adjacent islands every year, and are sold to
city Hall this (Thursday) evening. It will be a
the great advantage of Hie buyers.
private gathering, confined to members of the SoFour colored girls are employed in the Governciety and guests especially invited.
ment printing office at Washington, to rim riilum
machines. [Exchange.
Tin City School examinations last week were
A good many white girls in the other departments largely attended by the public, and were very satis-

Washington run machines regardless of rules.
factory. At the meeting of the City District, on
A bill has been introduced in the Legislature au- Monday, H. N. Woodcock waschosenSchool Agent
thorizing the towns of Brewer, Orrington, llueks- for the ensuing year.
port, Orland, Penobscot, Hluehill, and Surry, and
An amendment to the city charter of Belfast is
the city of Ellsworth, to aid the Bangor & Union
River Railroad. The bill chartering this Railroad pending in the Legislature. It proposes to give
very carefully and distinctly confines (lie route of ! trial justices jurisdiction in civil matters, by repealHie proposed lines to those towns. | Bangor Whig.
list tile statute of Ik<)3, which forbade it.
at

|

hereby)

TO

OFFICE OF

^^llonti^i^'1!

:erms.f

FISK & HATCH,

CLARKE’S SHERRY WINE BITTERS,

m

Warren’s Coni Balsai!

BANKRUPTCY

BANKERS AND DEALERS

NOTICES.

WILLIAMSo’n,

IN

No5, Nassau Street,

Company,

and the popularity and credit which these
Loans have maintained in the markets, both in this
country and Europe, have shown that the First Hort

During the night attack upon Fort
Lieutenant Williams was captured by the
garrison. He was sent to Charleston and
afterwards to Columbia, S. C., and suffered
imprisonment over a year. After bis exchange he was assigned to ordnance duty at
the Boston Navy Yard. His present commission, as Commander, dated from July 2d,
I860.
Ilis whole sea service was fifteen
years. He was a brave and efficient officer,
and popular with his brother officers and the
men under his command.
Master .Sargent was a native of Maine, and
was appointed
Acting-Master, August Id,
1800.

heavy

Flour,

FOR

GROCERIES!

GROCERIES I

CROSBY,
IEW1S
street, offer for sale the
&

at their

very low-

store, foot of Main

following desirable goods,

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO
RAILROAD

water

Appropriation lor 1869.
on Mayor’s orders,

Disbursed

$2,000.00

SCHOOL FUND.

Mayor’s orders,

7,112.46

Committees order,

10.00

U nexpended,

200 Boxes Scaled Herring.

The

importance of this ltoad as w new
from the West to the sea magnifies it
into one of national consequence, and insures to it an
extensive through traffic from the day of Its completion ;
while, in the developement of the extensive agricultural
outlet

Disbursed

l’arties desiring to contract,
WEBB, Esq.. Thorndike, or to

ollice in Belfast.

492.61

2,492.61

2,342.81

Unexpended

Schooner for Sale
gain.

Apply

Stockton,

to

II. S.
March J, 1870.

3w35*

Mayor’s order,

on

Administrator’s Sale-

FOR

EVERYBODY!

Invisible Photographs—curious and amusing—25 cents
a package.
Photograph Albums, holding 20 full-sized
cards, bound in gilt cloth, 25cts. Gav and Fancv Pho-

The Girl 'of the
tographs, 2 for 25 cts. or 5 for 50 cts.
Period,” a splendid colored engraving, very (jay, only 15
cts. (Oriental Perfume—something new and nice—25 cts.
a package.
Fountain Pens, 25 cts. a dozen. Reproductive Physiology and Marriage Guide, a valuable book
of over 300 pages, 50 cts. Any of these goods sent postpaid on receipt of price. Catalogue of Books, Engravings, Novell ies,&e.,—a great variety—sent for one stamp.
Address all letters to
UNION BOOK CO.,

Belfast, Maine.

FISII!

IISIl!

F IS II

!

CROSBY,

was

who

And the

was

RAILROAD BONDS ISSUED AS PER CERTIFICATE OF CITY CLERK, VIZ:

Eighty-two

One

i»;o.

Hundred Dollar

Bonds.
8,200.00
Two Hundred Dollar Bonds, 12,000.00
Two hundred and nineteen Two
Hundred Dollar Bonds,
109,500.00
Three hundred and forty-seven
One Hundred Dollar Bonds,
347,000.00
Total amount

Order book at the store of 1). Faunco & Co.

rn Boston,
body & Co.
In Portland,
rett.
In Belfast,
In Waterville,
In Auburn,
In Newbury-

$5,000.00,

*«

undersigned believing that the interest
rpiiE
and of the Railroad demand the
_1_

the
co-operation
of

8,800.00
8,971.67

•*

HOUSE,

CAMDEN.

landlord. Win, Johnson,
sale, for particulars inLATH LEY RICH,
*0 Commercial St., Boston, Mass.

$403,225.48
$456,100.00

Loans, viz: by

Belfast Savings Bank,
By George W. Buckmore,
Bonds in Treasury this day,
Bonds with Portland Agents, Swan &
Barrett,

Total,
for

Due

city
on

assessment for

I
6
16
3
64

Note.*Aug.

23.

Mayor’s

on

16,000.00,
3,000.00,
26,200.00,

44

44

44

44

4.

44

44

44

4

44

.4

<4

44

44

41

14

4.

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

«

1, School Fund,
2,
3,
.(
44
4,
44

(}f
JJ,

9
J J#
11

.4

44

44

44

44

4.

.4

44

<4

44

«4

EVENING*

4

44

$1,000, $500, $100.
They will

}/>
j

of the

$5.98
94.97

WOOD

84.87
8.83
10.32
.98
(J.05

186,09

Lothrop,

Flanders,

particularly

City

liabTlTties over“xsseVsTmaiiTTTisoo

to bear

or

Company,

unless

reassigned

to

bearer;

or

coupons may be detached and cancelled, the Bond
made a permanent Registered Bond, transferable only on
the books of the Company, and the interest made pay
able only to the registered owner or his attorney.
The three classes will be known

Coupon

1st.

ENGRAVER,

Ronds

respectively a?

payable

bearer.

(o

u

2d.
Registered Rond with Coupon*
taclicd.”

“Registered

.‘Id.

Ronds

detached," and should be

1 Exchange, corner Fore Street,
PORTLAND.
Orders m:iy be left with Z. I’. Vote, Rockland, iwjl

No.

pondents in specifying the

so

with

November 1, 1800.
ABLE

PURCHASE A ROOD FARM within 10 miles
Belfast. Tiu- Farm must be well situated,
with good buildings. Price not to exceed $3000. Address
WALKER,
3WSJ*
P. O. Box, 1837, Boston, Mass.
ol‘

HOLD

IN

Correa

class ot Bonds desired.

Principal

IN THE

at-

Coupon*

designated by

They have thirty years to run
1870, with interest at six per cent

WANTED.
rpo
A

Coupon Bonds, payable

that form

from
per

and

January 15,
from

annum

interest

pax

CITY OF XEXV-VOKK,

The interest is payable in May and November, that
it may take the place of that of the earlier Issues ot

Five-Twenties, and suit the convenience of our triends
already hold Central and Western Pacific Bonds,
with interest payable in January and July, and who
may desire, in making additional investments, to have
who

$100.95

gl.90
51.9>
79.76
6Q.80
170.32
^59
129.08
52.85

as

The

G. F. FLING,

semi-an'lly.
786.00
151.62

be issued

The Bond may be registered in the name ol the owner,
with the coupons remaining payable to bearer attached,
the principal being then transferable only on the book-

A good, fast sailing, white oak, copper*
fastened schr., carries one hundred ihou/
,T sand Bangor lumber, or 60 tons hay, with*
out ballast, draft eight feet deep loaded,
well found and in good order. Also a good
schooner, (scow) carries one hundred and fifteen thousand Bangor lumber on eight feet draft, well found and
in good order. Both vessels are now at this port and
will be sold low for cash if applied tor soon.
JOHN ATWOOD.
0w3t*
Wiutorport, March 3, 1$;0.

«•

2,546.20

protection against loss or fraud.
are in denominations of

The Bonds

UlCirS MERCANTILE JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

$57,200.00

THORNDIKE,

and

to

>.

$350,000.00

City War Loan.
1862, 20 years $6,000.00, Inst annually.
•«

reference to the wants of ail classes ot investors
and combine the various features of convenience, safety,

Schooners for Sale.

VIZ:

Total War Loan,
Interest due Apr. 5, >70, on $26,200.00,
Mayor’s orders unpaid,
Roll of accounts allowed this day,
Due School Dist. No. 1. Repairs,
4,

4.

orders

stock,

$150,000.00

Bonds Oct. 15, 1862,
Dec. 30, 1863,
Feb. 15, 1804,
*•
Apr. 5, 1865,

44

4,000.00
2,500.00

Ohio

the Loan have been arranged with

The details of

er, and may be held in

rr

through

in progress

or

special

tender. None but
respectfully
responsible and experienced parties need apply. And
the contractors reserve to themselves tin* privilege of
rejecting any or all of the bids unless approved by Col.
A.W. Wildes, Chief Engineer o! tin line.
W LLSON, l EN N AN i & Co., Contractors.
2w3l
Belfast.
invited

are

14 000.00
100.00

$476,100.00

assessment,

sl’KClEICATIONS lor the several
1
Buddings, Store Houses, Engine Buildings, \\ ater Links, Wood Sheds, &«., to be built on the
line of the Belfast and .Moosehead Lake It. It., may be
seen at the Engineer’s office at Belfast, from 1st to loth,
of .March inst., inclusive.
Parties designing to contract for a part or the whole of
same

projected

now

Its valuable franchises and superior advantages will
place the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Com
I'ANV among the richest and most powerful and trustworthy corpo ratious of the country; and there exists a present value, in completed road and
work done, equal to the entire uiuouut of
the mortgage.

Cue death of the late
abotv.- house i tor

Notice to Contractors.

tf

52,468.33

00

Total amount disbursed

Pea-

of all good citizens, above all party ties, would call
44
44
44
44
.4
44
up^
on the citizens ot Belfast without distinction of party
44
.4
44
44
44
(4
1;j(
to meet at HAYFORD HALL, FRIDAY
44
44
4.
4.
44
MARCH 11th, at 7 o’clock, to nominate a candidate for
44
44
44
44
.4
4
Mayor, and other City Officers to be voted for on MON44 Central
41
22 to 23 SheepSkins,
Lard,
261.26
District,
75to$l DAY next, who are true Railroad Men.
8
10
Beef,
to
Wood, hard,
$0.00 to 7
$1,337.59
uanici raunce,
nucKmore,
Apples, Baldwin,2,00 to 0.00 Wood, soft,
$1.00 to 0J W. T. Colburn,
F. A. Carle,
,8 to
10 Dry Pollock,
Veal,
RAILROAD LOAN.
5 to 0
Philo Horsey,
A. E. Durham,
8 to 10 Straw,
Dry Cod
$8 to 10 W. H. Simpson,
Six hundred and sixty-six Bonds
T. W.
dated Aug. 15, 1868, 30 years,
II. Chase,
F. M. Lancaster,
$156,100.00
A. If. Bradbury,
I. Allard.
Seven Temporary Loan Notes,
21,149.32
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
J. W. Frederick,
L. C. Smith,
$477,249.32
March
Monday,
7.
H. 11. Johnson,
M. W. Rich,
BUn ER—There is very little butter now coming for- Thos. W.
S. G. Bicknell,
Total Liabilities,
Pitcher,
$539,371.68
ward that witl sell above 35c, and what farmers call a Wm.
E, Salmond,
Pitcher,
good article can be bought lor 32c, and fair butter at 30c; Geo. O. Bailey,
A. C. Burgess,
ASSETS.
common and inferior sell at 20a2oc, and bakers’ at I6al8c
M. E. Dodge,
F. A. Knowlton,
*
Western lGa2$c as to quality, although there is not much
Cash in Treasury this day,
$63,080.38
II. H. Forbes,
F. B. Frederick,
that sells at the highest price.
Due
from D. L. Pitcher, taxes,
Emery Sawyer,
W. A. Knowlton,
EGGS—The market is quiet at 30c per doz for good Win. B.
1868,
$3,343.84
1’.
l>.
Conant,
lots of Eastern.
Due from Ezra Bickford, taxes,
B. F. Trussell,
L. D.
BEANS—The market continues very quiet, and the M. W. Woodward,
1869,
21,334.46
D. Lane Jr.,
Frost,
sales are mainly in small lots for immediate use. We Lewis W.
Due from State for Pensions,
36.00
A. I). Bean,
Pendleton,
Due
from
State
School
quote choice Western pea beans at $2 50a2 75 per bush; N. W. Holmes,
Fund,[1868
J. G. Cook,
common do $1 75a2 25; choice hand-picked mediums at
and 1869,
289.96
Geo. VV. Wells.
M. K. Cooper,
Due from State Bonds for assump$1 75al 87 per bush. Canada Peas common and screened F. Lancaster,
A. K. Peirce,
tion of Municipal War Debt.
00ca$ 1 15; choice cooking $1 50 per bush.
30,258.33 55,262.59
J. N. Stewart,
F. A.
FRESH MEATS—There is a good supply of Beef and J. C. Follett,
W. J. Colburn,
Thompson,
frozen Mutton of inferior quality, and the market is not S. M.
Total Assets,
$118,342.97
J.
W.
Fuller,
Kastman,
brisk or
firm. Choice Mutton sells readily at S. S. Lewis,
If. O. Kussell
our outside quotations.
We quote Eastern Beef at 10a I). Sylvester,
Balance of Liabilities over Assets,
$421,028.71
G. F. White,
12c, and Chicago at the same price, although it takes a Wm! Qutmby,
.1. II. Gilmore,
Viz: On Municipal War Loan act. $12,593.65
good side to bring our outside quotations. Dressed Hogs K. Kittridge,
Abner G. Gilmore,
are selling at 12 3-8al3 l-4c per lb. mostly at 12 l-2c.
On Railroad account,
We Geo. C.
408,435.06
11. J. Locke,
Harding,
quote country Mutton, inferior 3a5c per lb. by the side; H. 8. Parker,
A. A. Moore,
$421,028.71
Chicago at 10al2 l-2c.
H. N. Lancaster,
A. E. Clark,
APPROPRIATIONS
VIZ.:
POULTRY—Turkeys continue scarce, and quotations C. H. Mitchell,
OVERDRAWN,
Thos. Carter,
are well sustained. Chickens are plenty, and there is not
F. B. Knowlton,
John West,
Road Fund,
$3,032.64
a brisk demand.
We quote choice Western Turkeys at Sam’l
F. M. Leighton,
4.80
Blodgett,
Cemetery Fund,
25a27c; common do 18a22c; choice Chickens at 20a22c ; II. Uayford,
E. Bickford,
$3,037.50
common do IGalMc per lb.
S. S. Hersey jr.,
II. II. Johnson jr.,
POTATOES—The market is firm at 00c per bush for Geo. E.
O. W. Pitcher,
APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED, VIZ. :
Wight,
New York stock, and 70c for Maine Potatoes.
H. L. Lord,
Frank Perkins,
Contingent Fund.
$1,903.30
DRIED APPLES—Choice lots of bright, tart
Ford Gay,
Apples Geo. Collins,
School Fund,
are quite lirnily held, but inferior qualities sell
1,432.56
and C. W. Haney,
A. T. Wheelock,
slowly
Fire Department Fund,
149.80
a concession would have to be granted to eflect
any con- E. C. Hilton,
Wm. Cottrell,
200.00
Fund,
Pauper
siderable sales. We quote Eastern quartered at 13il4c E.
Geo. W.
ltedman,
Agency Fund,
1,623.25
per lb; do sliced at 15c per lb. New York State quarter- L. 1). Fogg,
Elisha II. Haney,
Railroad Fund,
68.811.20
ed at 11 l-2a!2c; do sliced at 12 l-2al3c per lb; Ohio and W.
Amos
C. Tuttle.
$74,123.17
Michigan 10c; Southern at SalOc per lb.
N. G, Prescott,
Wm.G. Cox,
APPLES—Holders are firm, and there continues to be J. E. Collins,
A. Strout,
a steady demand at $1 75 for mixed
lots, and $ a5 50 for Thos. R. Shute,
J. Dennett ir.,
"and
choice Greenings and Baldwins.
Seth O.
H. McKeen
MAR. 7, 1870. VIZ.:
HAY—There Is a better demand, and with moderate Geo. W,Henderson,
If. H.P.rker,
Lewis,
are
well
sustained. We quote prime Wm.
receipts quotations
Municipal,
$43,909.04 12.593,65
N. Dyer,
Crosby,
Eastern cargo at$20a23 per ton, and Vermont and EastRailroad,
B. G. Lewis,
69,811.50 408,435.06
Henry Wyman,
ern prime by the carload at $20a24
per ton; Inferior E. Robbins,
L. Colley,
qualities at $15al7, and Swale Hay at $15, per ion. New W. Woods,
Total,
$113,720.64 421,028.71
II. Mahoney,
York Hay $10*22 ner ton. New \ ork Straw $21125 per James
J. B. Crockett,
TIMO.
Crosby,
Treasurer.
ton.
.lames W. White.
1). B. Maddocks,
iSkk next Column.)

Ivnowlton,
Matthews,

KNOWN

VIEW
AT

Swan & Bar-

Treasurer.
66.174.10, by
•*

60,000.00,

•*

OA-TJCTJ8 !
City

262,351.67, by

10,000.00,

$456,100

:

$4,459.71, by liiddur,

Net

73,400.00,
10,000.00,

44

j

$476,700.00

297,700.00,

port, Maes,

CITIZENS’

I

WELL

are

Kentucky to this point, which will connect the
Chesapeake and Ohio with the entire
Railroad systems of the West and Mouthwest, anil with the Raciflc Railroad.

AND
IJd-ANS.
Station

the

issued,

TOTAL SALES, VIZ

art thou fishijied !■’

as

Liucs
tnd

411,346 73

$68,814.26

LIABILITIES,

usual. He understo od the
right,
question. As a diet, fish is better. Therefore should
flesh be fishilied. Economy sanctions it, for fish is
cheaper, and quite as nutritious. It is easier of digestion. Physicians say it nourishes the brain and strengthens the mind.
It is not heating, begets not humors in
the blood.
Therefore, oh ye who are wise, come to the Fish Marpoet

sales of Bonds in

exclaimed—

Flash, flesh, how

THE

BAY

Unexpended,

there.

it

Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200 miles now
partially constructed; to be completed, to carry it to the
proposed terminus on the Ohio river at, or near, the
mouth of the Big Sandy river, 160 miles above Cincinnati, and 350 miles below Pittsburg.

FOR SALE.

$1,623.251

Bonds sold as per statement
Bonds held as collaterals on

At the Foot ol MAIN STKEET, deal in
FISH OF ALL KINDS.
And have then fresh from the brinoy depths twice a
week. The spotted Cod, the silvery Hake, the lively
Haddock, beautiful for chowders, the mottled Mackerel,
the ponderous Halibut, the translucent Smelt, the appetising Flounder, and the savory Clam,—all may be found

Shakspere

9, 167.59 !

7,8-11.34

management.

The Road is completed
in operation from Richmond to the celebrated White Sulphur Springs of West

\\ e hereby agree to gu u-antee the
prompt payments
tiie above deliveries in accordance witfi the terms ot
advertisement.
A. IIAV EOlil),
i'r -sideut It. & H. L. 1{. K.

1869, $426,100.00
376,090.48
Owing to
Rec’d from Temporary Loans,
104,070.51
l'.sq., the
Disbursed on Mayor’s orders lor
480,160.99 quire of
City assessment for stock 284.669.4S
Pay’tof
lm31
Paid Temporary Loin’s interest, 126,076.25

Total,

LEWIS &

cessful

innst apply to C. II.
the subscribers at their

the

Sixty

3w34

\

RAILROAD FUNDS.
Rec’d from

West-Virglnla.
a large

great interests, both general and local, which
completion of the Chesapeake and Ohd
Railroad to the Ohio River, afford the surest guarantee ot its success and value, and render it the most
important and substantial Railroad enterprise now in progress in this Country.

The whole of the above sleepers will he
paid for on
the lath day of the month succeeding their delivery alter inspection and accept me bv the chief engineer*
WILLSON, TENNANT Sc CO., Contractors.
ot

Unexpended,

"TT7TLL BE SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION by virtue
of a licence from the Court of Probate for the
County of Waldo, on Monday, the eleventh day of April,
A. D. 1870, at 10 of the clock forenoon, at John Greely’s
dwelling house at Palermo, all the right title and interest of Rul'us Turner, minor son and heir of Woodmau
Turner, late of Palmero, deceased, has in or too any and
all real estate descending to him by his father,consisting
of about 50 acres of land, together with building thereon.
Subject to widow’s right of dower
JOHN GREELY, Guardian of said Minor.
3w35
Palermo, March 8th, 1870.

J^OVELTIES

$149.80

Unexpended balance. Mar. 1869, $1,567.59
Rec’d from Agent lor sales,
7,900.00
Disbursed

STAPLES.

and

the elements of

Thus the

■

CITY AGENCY FUND.

SCHOONER ERIE, x: tons burthen, in
good condition, and will be sold at a bar-

Virginia

demand the

long, « inches face, (! inches thick.

$2,000.00

Mayor’s orders,

on

of

resources

possesses, along its own line,
and profitable local business.
it

Bankrupt,

$ l ,432.56

Appropriation for 1869,
Unexpended from 1868,

so

of the

In the matter of

FIRE DEPARTMENT FUND.

THE ABOVE WILE BE SOLD AT It EDUCED
HATES. GIVE US A CALL.
Belfast, March 8, Ui70.
3w35

the additional East and Weit Trunk

imperatively demanded fertile accomodation
immense and rapidly-growing transportation between the Atlantic seaboard and Europe on the outhand, and the great producing regions of the Ohio and
Mississippi Valleys on the other.

Tine,

Its superiority as an East and West route, and the
promise of an immense and profitable trade awaiting itLUMBERMEN !
completion, have drawn to it the attention and cooperation of prominent Capitalists and Railroad men ot this
RAILROAD
SLEEl'EKti
WANTDRD
“t'
M
$8,555,02 ID
Having contracted for Id.iiOO, city ol sound judgment and known integrity, whose con
i'll,
now oiler the balance to citizen,
adjoining the line nection with it, together with that of eminent citizens
on the following term,, it
applied tor immediately—
and business men of Virginia and West-Virginia, inCedar 10 cents each ; Haemet ic
$7,129.46
cents each ; Yellow
Ash O.s cents each ; ot the following demensions o feet sores an energetic, honorable, and suc-

Appropriation for 1809,
$6,000.00
Rec’d from State, Bank tax,
140.55
Unexpended from 1868,
2,309.50
Reserved tor Dist. No. 1, repairs,
104.97
on

transportation of the groat West and South-west,

fcorms

WILLIAM I*. COLEMAN,
Bankrupt.
fourth general meeting of the creditors of said
will be held at
Belfast, in said District, on the second day of April, A. L>. lsr«j at 3
o’clock, P. M., at the office of Peter Thatcher, Esq., one
$2,200.00 ot the Registers in Bankruptcy in said District, to wit
at the office of the Register ot Probate, for the
puiposes
named in the twenty sev-nth section of the
Bankrupt Act
$200,00 ofMarcli ^d,l6i»r. MARSH A LL DAVIS. \s«iVnce
"
Belfast, March 6, 1670.
Xiw35

PAUPER FUND.

COMPANY.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad,
connecting the
Atlantic coast and the magnificent harbor? ol the Chesapeake Bay with the Ohio River at a point of reliable nuv
igation, and thus, with the entire Railroad system and

rVUY:
1_

$3,032.64

honorably-managed

OF TilK

District Cucktof the united <
,N bankruptcy.
States. District ot Maine.
>

$8,750.00

$11,782,04

and

FIRST MORTGAGE BOARS

,,

Overdrawn,

on

Pedlers supplied on liberal terms,
LEWIS & CROSBY, at Lewis’ wharf.
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.
27
11
32
07
OS
30
25
25
20
is
00
40
3o
00
00
00

Cash appropriation for 1869,
Disbursed on Mayor’s orders

Disbursed

10 Hhds. Cicnfuegos Molasses.
10 Tierces
20 Barrels
200 Barrels Flour.
10 Chests Tea.

ket.

12 to
Clear Salt Pork,
$30 to
Mutton per lb,
5 to
Lamb per lb,
0 to
25 to
turkeys, per lb,
Chickens, per lb, 20 to
20 to
Ducks, per lb,
15 to
Geese,
Hay per ton,
$10 to
Lime,
$1.50 to
Washed Wool,
35 to
Unwashed Wool,
25 to
Pulled Wool,
40 to
Hides,
7 to
18 to
Calfskins,

on

-o-

THE JOURNAL.

Belfast, Wednesday, March «.»,
11 Itound llog,

$7.00 to

her cable and drifted ashore

wisely-located

Assured that, in the selection and
negotiation of superior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public
waut, and render.ug a valuable service—both to the
holders of CapPal and to those
great National works ot
internal improvement whose intrinsic merit and sub
stantial character entitle them to the use ot
Capital and
the confidence of investors—we now offer with
special
confidence and satisfaction the

and mineral

HIGHWAY FUND.

Unexpended,

PRICES CIRREVI

CORRECTED WEEKLY

parted

her rudder and anchor.

suffered years from the worst Piles. I used
everything to no purpose, until i found the Lozenges: in less than a month I was cured, and have
only to resort to them when costiveness returns,
and always find instant relief. S. O. Neal. For
sale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston,
by K. A.
Harrison & (to., Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for (ill cents.
‘Jieoll^
BELFAST

storm she

beach, where .“lie lay at last accounts high and dry.
Wreckers were stripping her of copper and materials.
Bark Lelia M Long, Lewis, from New Orleans for
Bremen, reported by cable ashore in the Weser, and
probably lost, is stated in a later despatch to have been
got off, and arrived at Bremerhuvon 2d. inst. She lost

the

of

Railroads and promptly recognized and readily taken as
the most suitable, safe, and
advantageous form ot Investment, yielding a more liberal income than cau
hereatter be derived from Government
Bonds, and avail
able to take their place.

with the Chieora in the successful effort

Brig E A Carver, before reported abandoned, and as
subsequently drifting to the southward of Cape Caruahas been got afloat by Capt Allen, but during a
veral,
Sumter

Ronds,

gage

~

was

York,

February 15th, 1870.
remarkable success which attended our
negotiation of the Loans of the Central Pacific Railroad
Company and the Western Pacific Railroad

..

to drive them from the wreck of the Keokuk.

New

The

T»I«

mail

hint.

“hard

The town elections in tlu- State of New York
showing very large Democratic gains.

a

Storage,

Wharfage

To

ineli

Gentle reader, have you ever eaten elitm pancakes? If not, shell raw clams, dip them in batter,
and fry in pork. Then eat and thank us for the

away

i-li.”

an

t

T1In,neUrthYgene,,ialKmeet,i?gof

Corn Meal,
1.20 to 0.00
who had heard of the legal
1.50 to 0.00
Rye Meal,
1.10
to 1.25
tender decision of Supreme Court, called at this of- Ky",
1.15 to 0.00
Corn,
fice for information, lie had been the holder of a Bailey,
70 to 75
2.25 to 2.75
note given before the greenback act, which was af- Beans,
Marrowfat Pei.8,1.25 to 1.50
terwards paid in legal tenders, and he wanted to Oats,
B0 to 05
45 to 00
know if he couldn’t now compel the maker of the Potatoes,
Dried Apples,
12 to
14
note to pay him the premium on gold! We told him
1.00 to 1.25
Cooking, do.
30 to 33
the chances were.that acceptance of the tender and Butter,
20 to 22
Cheese,
delivery of the note finished the transaction.
25 to 27
Eggs,

Inst week

rip!”

l'lie

tile

making of white paper, lias
just received about sixty tons of wood pulp. This
is made at Franklin, X. II., from poplar wood, and
is mixed with rag pulp. It comes in sheets about
resume

Bem-ast,

___

■

about to

City- or

BANKRUPTCY^ GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

unis, the idea is about the same as given up. which he made off. Ilis hand was cut by the glass,
flic* loss to the Sprague Co. ill the late and the blood on the snow left a trail to a house,
SiuiT.EH.DiNi;. At Ellsworth, as we learn
freshet will be much larger than was at first where the officers found a man with a cut on his from the American, Master John Numiusby
lias commenced upon a vessel of about 17o
hand—and it w as him they wanted.
■apposed. As the water goes down the fact
tons for Messrs. I). Epps, II. II. Harden &
disclosed that the two ends of the IvenneF.xeeptions have been filed by the counsel of C.
Gerry. Master T. Grant has a vessel nearthe Bangor murderer, to the ruling of
boe dam fail to connect—about three hundred Lawrence,
ihe 11 urt upon the law in the ease. The motion for ly completed of about 170 tons, for Capt 1’.
feet of it having taken a journey down river. a new l rial will lie argued before the full bench in 1. Wood, to be commanded by Capt. Wood.
■1 Ull;
Messrs. ( '. & C. II. Joy are doing the iron
1: will cob a large sum to rebuild it. besides
work on Capt. Wood’s vessel. Also one of
in
the
contemmaking
causing givat delay
about 12d tons for Messrs. Hall Brothers, to
LOCAL ITEMS, & c.
be completed in a few months,
plated improvements.
lie also has
the timber in the yard for a schooner for J.
The Hoxa'i nor has returned from WashingAffairs.
City
T.
Grant and others. Master E. J. Hodgkins
ton
What sureess lm met with ill getting
Monday evening Mareli 7. 1070. Reports of City has commenced on a vessel for L. C. Jordan,
Maine claims allowed is not known.
The
Solicitor and Superintending School < k>mmittee,rcad of about 160 tons.
Master A. Lord has a
Farmer gives him a rap implying that he lias
and r< ferred to next city Council; of city Treasurer, vessel on the stocks for I). P. Jordan, to be
|
-ecu neglecting duty lien* for pleasure elseread, ordered printed, and referred to Committee ; completed the first of the summer, and has
also been getting the timber for one for J. T.
vhere.
Joseph Baker takes it up and sets on Finance for settlement; of Superintendent of
Grant and others.
tin* matter right. Some ol (he radical pa- < tindery, number deaths males Oil. females 23.
A vessel is to be built the present season in
Referred
to next City Council: of Committee on
pers are only to * glad J a chance, to sneer
the yard of Capt. Lewis Freeman ofTremont.
Street I .amps, that they had made arrangements
The vessel is designed for the coasting trade,
at Hex
Chamberlain, who. by the way. is
with the (ias Co. for Gas and lighting, accepted; of
and will he owned by Capt. Freeman, and S.
ibout the only man they could have elected,
(kuiimittee ou petition of S. L. Sweetser for damA. & C. M. Holdin.
8he will be off early in
ami is too good a man in every respect tor age mi land taken, that he have leave to withdraw,
the summer.
(in
of
If.
for
the company he is in.
Dices.
accepted,
petition
Hayford
payment
of cost on suit l’aupcr case, the City Soleitor reportA single pail ol water in season lias saved
ed the city liable for a portion of such co sts. Roll a splendid block—so one bottle of Warren's many
Cough
GENERALIT IES.
of accounts Xo. 10 viz., Contingent §1.714.71; Fire Balsam may save a life, if taken in time.
I
"
Schools
443.The apiain of tlm lurk L. A. Kennedy. ai lio-iepartment §4(i.sf>; Ilighways§341.17;
Ax Kminext Divine says,
T have been using
t'lii lruiii Liverpool, saw on the 12th of February,
47; Total §2.340.20 allowed and ordered paid. A tlie Peruvian Syrup. It gives me new vigor, buoyof
of
spirits, elasticity muscle." .i. P. DinsResolve, that any persons or corporations, erecting ancy
(lisatileil steamer, which il is thought was the
more. 111! Dev Street, Now York, will send, free, a
missing Citv of Boston, now some 30 days over manufactures, in accordance with provisions of pamphlet of :J2 pages, containing a full account of
Statute, should he exempt from municipal taxation this remarkable medicine, to any one sending him
due.
for a period of ten years, was introduced and their address.
'l’lie Koeklaild Gazette says liie Knox .V Lincoln
It is a rare thing that Physicians give, any counRailroad Go. have contracted for their rails, at a
passed. Order Xo. 43, authorizing the Treasurer
to issue seventy-thousand dollars m City Bonds for tenance to a medicine, the manufacture of which is
aving of Ktu.Ubo from the estimates.
a secret.
About the only exception we know of i<
balance of Railroad subscriptions, was read and
Catherine Diiuond. a poor Irish woman, had her
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. This, we believe,
all endorse, and many of them use ir in their praccottage at Snow Hill. N. ,L, ruusaekedhy burglars, passed. Adjourned.
tice with great success.
vv ho finished the job by murdering lier and
setting
Persons in search of the liall where Spirtual
the house on lire.
Persons requiring purgatives or pills should be
services arc held, will please take the Main street
careful what they buy. Some pills not only cause
II is pretty well established that the American enti-am- to
City Block. A good many worshippers griping pains, but leave the bowels in a torpid,
ship Santee went down, with all on board, Dec.
stray into our office, where we deal exclusively costive state. Parsons’ Purgative Pills wil relieve
:!0th, off tile Irish coast.
with material things, and combat such tangible the bowls and cleanse the blood without injury to
the system.
III Baltimore, Rachel Heroin, mourning because
errors as untaxed bonds, high tariffs, Ben Butler
her children w. re nut and not likely to be. sued
The worst piles cured. I wish to spread
and paper credit thefts.
abroad the great benefit I have derived from the. use
.Limes Dempster for breach ot promise, and got
Olio of our local financiers says lie is waiting for of Dr. Harrison’s peristaltic lozenges.
£">000. Sm irt girl.
I have

gold to get below par, when lie intends to invest.
Compositors in tile New York Tribune office are
The receipts from the Masked Ball were over
lined ten cents for each profane word tittered on
the premises, tin* money being given to the poor. §7u i. ,,f which about §Mit will lie nett to the
Engine
One unfortunab chap, a new hand, lost nearlv a
week's wages one night over a bit of Grider's Compact.
The paper mill of the Messrs. Russell, which is
manuscript.

CITY OF BELFAST.
Treasurer’s Office, \

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Clerk’s Office, Mar. r, 1870. j
'ILorndikc, Esq., City Treasurer: 1 hereby certify
March 7, 1870.
V
,, J;
that the total amount ol Railroad Bonds certified
bv me
and
THE CITY COUNCIL, Gentlemen: 1
and recorded in Record of Bonds issued to this date is
submit the atinual statement, showing the p.mount as follows, viz.:
at
reasonable
in
flic
harbor,
Jn the principal Wharf
of money received and expended lor Municipal purposes,
I""0 hundred dollars) in
$100
for Schools, for interest on City Loan, on account of
Inquire of
gg, gmpiOil.
Railroad, and for administering the Government of the *l.‘,0(io, (Twelve lliousand dollars) in $200 Bonds.
this
day.
City for the year ending
$100,500, (One hundred niue thousand live hundred dolTIMO. THORNDIKE, City Treasurer.
lars) m $500.
M.
ASK
$317,000, (Three hundred forty-seven tiiousand dollars'
RECEIPTS.
in
ot
Dr.
Clarke
$1000 dollar Bonds,being in ail,Four hundred sevenAnd take no other. See that the portrait
Cash in Treasury March 1, 1869.
$3,878,10
ty-six tiiousand seven hundred dollars, ($470,700 00
Is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
taxes.
of
D.
L.
Received
Pitcher,
JOHN tjLIMBY, City Clerk.’
They arc purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp
$883.89
1867, in full,
Received of D. L. Pitcher, taxes,
9,500.00
1868, in part,
Received of Ezra Bickford, taxes,
er. for stealing sleigh-robes in Winterport: l'lagg.
Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the day
1869, in part.
23,000.00
THROAT and LUNGS!
Received of City Clerk for Lifor stealing rum-jug from a sleigh in Belfast: Ilill, for all COUGIIs, COLDS, Sore
COURT OF
72.00
Also for Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is
cences,
for selling liquor in Brooks; and one man commit- the most effective medicine ever used.
Received of State Treasurer, for
V°mt of Bankruptcy, for the County olI
rriI1.'i.n,l',xt
Medicines.
State
300.00
in
Pensions,
all
Dealers
bv
Sold
ted for non-payment of taxes.
M aldo, will he held ai
1
Belfast, April a, 1870, at I
Received of S. M. Fuller, City
IS. K. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
2 o’clock, 1*. M,
PETER TUAC11EK.
j
7,900.00
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents lor New
Liquor Agent,
Fire at Xorthport. About three o’clock on
Register 5th District, Maine,
Gml7
Received of State Treasurer, Re,,
Belfast.
March 3, !s70,
Tuesday morning, a fire broke out in the store at England.
on
Gun
125.90
House,
npru
pairs
Received of W. C. Marshall, sale
Saturday Cove, owned by Creamer A Gillespie, and
Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER
DistrictControl the Catted /
160.0*1
Engine House,
which
consumAlbion
States. District of Maine.
Elwell,
entirely
occupied by
rrsEACHKK OK PIANO FORTE. Residence at Mrs. Received of W. G. Crosby, witness
j lN Baxkruptcy,
Beliast.
36.20
In the matter ol SAMUEL G.
It
t
Street,
Congress
fees,
ed it in a short time. The stork was insured for
TUCRLOW,Bankrupt
till
Received for sale of Bridge stuff
pI,- Special attention given to beginners.
tlle creditors ot said
$300. and worth something more than that. The
and coal tar,
16.00
-4- Bankrupt, will be held at Bellast, in said Dia
of Superintendent
ot
Received
Masonic Lodge, m the second story, lost furniture,
Been
Oeretveri
Hare
Who
Those
on the second day ol
trier,
A. D fj
April,
Grove Cemetery,
10.18
4 o’clock, 1\ M., at the office of Peter
Thacher Fsn
regalia, &c., which was also insured. There was by tlie incompetent empirics who have essayed to en$42,004.17 one o! tile Registeis in
delicate
matters relating to
the
world
in
the
said District
upon
Bankruptcy
RAILROAD FUNDS, VIZ:
lighten
partial insurance on the building.
YYit, at the otiice ot tire Register ol
the generative organs, should by all means read the new
lor the
Probate,
Received sales of $426,100.00, City
purposes named in the 38th section of the BankruDt Act‘
The stone culvert for the railroad, in Brooks, medical work of Dr. A. II. ll.iyes, of Boston, entitled
ot ilarcha 18I’,7
Bonds,
$376,090.48
JOSEPH
‘THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVAReceived from Temporary Loans, 104,070.51
It i* 12 feet
over the Palmer Brook, is completed.
Belfast, Feb. 23,18.0.
2\v34
TION," published bv the Peabody Medical Society.
Assignee,
$480,160.99
in span, It feet high, anil 87 feet long, with abut- Those who are suffering Iron) the errors of youth,—
or
has
been
District
vitality
impaired
by
tliuse whose
exposures,
Court oe the Exited ;
ments six feet thick and altogether is a splendid
Total,
$526,043.08
lx Baxkruptuy.
Intense application to business, should not tail to proSTATES. District ot Maine.
j
also published, by the same
In Hie matter of JOHN
piece of work. The cost in labor, exclusive of ma- cure a cony I'lie Institute
EXPENDITURES.
MiGRFIGOR, Bankrupt
author, n‘u invaluable work lor ladies, entitled SEJf Uterial. was $5,800.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a
A1
PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMEN, AND HER DIS- Paid
petition has
Mayor’s orders on Highway
been presented to the Court, this ninth
EASES.-' Read the advertisement ot the Peabody Medday ot
There will be a public religious service at lit:' ical
Fund,
11,782.64
F
ebruarv
A. D. 18,0, by John
Institute in another column.
spiw.K
of Eastport,
.McGregor
Paid Mayor s orders on School
111 said District, a
Unitarian Church on aJuudav evening next, subhinkrapt, praying that he may he deFund,
?,114.46
creed ,o have a lull
discharge from all his debts, provaPaid Mayor’s orders on Fire DeL-o under the Bankrupt
ject. t hureb and State.
married.
Act, individually and a» a co2,342.81
partment Fund,
partner in the firm of J. McGregor aud Sou, consisting
Paid Mayor’s orders on Liquor
Tile exhibit 1 >f the City Treasurer, in another
ol the petitioner and Charles W.
McGregor, and upon
March
1
Rev.
J.
XV.
3d,
In
South
Fund,
by
Day,
7,844.34
Newburgh,
column, will be read with interest by all desiring
reading said petition,
Paid Mayor’s orders on Pauper
Mr. (r. XV. Putnam of Searsport, to Miss Nancie T.
It us Okdeued by tile Court that a
to know the financial standing of the city.
The
be had
hearing
Dow lie of Newburgh.
Fund,
2,000.00
upon the same, on the tirst Monday uf July, A?1) 1870
Paid Mayor’s orders on Contingent
In Camden, Mr. Hollis 31. Payson of Waldo and 3Iis9
betore the Court in Portland, in said
management of affairs appears to have been excel- Carrie
District, at 10
E. Lamb of Camden. .John S. Piper to 3Iiss
Fund,
5,202.53
o clock, A. M„ and that notice
lent. The average price of city bonds has reached Lizzie C. Grattan., ail of Camden.
tlicrcof be published in
; Paid School Committee’s order Disthe iilachias
Republican and the Republican Jonrr-al
trict No. 1,
In this city,5th inat., by Rev. Dr. Palfrey, Dr. Adolph
10.00
the high figure of eighty-eight a'ul two-thirds per
newspapers printed in said District, ouce a week lor
J. Noekin, of New York city, and Mrs. Urania 31. ! Paid Witness fees in Injunction
three weeks, and that all creditors who
cent.
have proved
36.20
Case,
Blanchard, daughter of the late George U. Russ, of this
their debts and other persons in
interest, may appear 11
Paid State Pensions,
192.00
said time and place, and show
The voting lists are now posted up tor public in- city. [New York papers please copy.
cause, i| any they have,
Pain Interest on City War Loan
why the prayer Qt said petition should not be granted
Bonds,
spection. Patriots who desire to serve their coun3,318.00
WM. l*. PREBLE,
Paid interest on Railroad Loan
DIED.
.jiY.i.H- Clerk ol the District Court for said
try at the polls will see that their names are there.
District.
Bonds,
13,776.17
$51,617.15 District
Court of the United >
( Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and ageymus
RAILROAD FUNDS, VIZ:
States. District of Maine.
Commander Edward P. Williams who beoaidf'or. 1
jIn Bankruptcy.
Brooksville, Feb. ‘>7 Ann B., wife of Capt. Andrew Paid Mayor’s orders for City SubIn the matter of WILLIAM
went down in the Oneida, was about 42 years
MARTIN, Bankrupt.
JKt bridge aged 50.
scription,
$284,669.48
1^
of age.
(»IVE NOTICE that a Petition has
Paid Temporary Loan Notes and
Ife leaves four orphan children.
In this city 31arch 'Jd, 3Ir. Ilollis M, Higgins aged 38
rrnlli>
teen presented to the Court this ninth
A.
interest,
He entered the naval service as Midshipman years.
126,676.25
day of
A.
I).
February,
16.'0, by William Martin of Eastport,
In
Feb. 18te,Cora Belle, only child of
$411,345.73 in
said District, a Bankrupt,
September !>, 1847. During the late war, GeorgeLincolnville,
that
he
and
Caroline
S.
Park wan, aged tf years and 0
praying
O.,
may be decreed to nave a full
Balance in Treasury this day,
when ranking its a Lieutenant, lie participat- months.
discharge from all his debts, prova
$63,080.38 bie under
the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said ne1
ed in the engagement on the Ogeeehee HirTotal,
$520,043.26 tition,
li is* Ordered by the Court that a
He also covered the landing of
er, Florida.
be had
hearing
SIIIP NEWS.
the same, on the first
the Federal troops at Pocotaligo.
Monday of .July, A. D.
In the exAppropriations and Disbursements for 1869, upon
1670, before the Court in Portland, in said
District, at
8MMKT OF BELFAST.
viz.:
loo clock, A.
pedition up the St. Johns River, he penetratM., and that notice thereof be published
m the
Machias Republican and the
ed as far as Lake Enterprise and captured the
ARRIVED.
CONTINGENT FUND.
JourRepublican
nal, newspapers
printed in said District, once a
March 2d. Sbhs Mazurka, Kimball, Boston; Abby
Confederate steamer Governor Morton. LieuAppropriation for I860,
$22,200.00 week for-three weeks, and that all creditors
do.
who have
Gale,
Ryan,
on Mayor’s orders,
Disbursed
$3,202.53
tenant Williams belonged to the naval forces
j Paid
proved their debts and other persons in interest, may ap7th. Sell Jack Downing, Patterson.
interest on War Loan Bonds, 3,318.00
at said time and place and show
“
cause, if anv they
pear
Railroad
engaged in the siege of Fort Sumter. He
SAILED.
13,776.17
lia\ c, why the prayer ot said
Petition should not be
$20,200.70
took, part in the several engagements with
March 5th. Sell J P Meriam, Clark, Boston.
WM. P. PREBLE,
J'v-il
the enemy’s batteries on Morris Island, and
8th, Sell Banner, McFarland, Boston.
Clerk of District Court for said District.
Unexpended,
$1,903.30

iiotes

the dixision ot the

i-.xx'
".

!
Several persons in this city whoso premium notes
New York hiiser. who li\cd in the
InColumbian
defunct
and
the
rotten
iverc
held
his
left
died,
and
by
nui't miserable way, lias just
of Xew York, are threatened
properly, valued at $200,000 towards paying the! surance Company,
with suits by a Portland law firm. The makers of
national debt. His heirs contest the will.
[lie
here don’t propose to pay, holding that
The Georges licet are arriving freely from their;
their
..nit! trips the present week. The fares as a they suffered enough of wrong in having
whole average belter than the lirst ones, although property without iusurauee when they supposed it
th amount of ti-ii brought in up to the present was
protected. The company failed in I860, and
month i- far less than that of last year at the same
there was really no consideration for the notes.
tinv. Halibut continues scarce, and the few that
ai
brought in command fair prices, Georges sellThere are now seven prisoners in Belfast Jail,
ing ai $10 per rwt. There have been but very few viz:
Packard, of Knox County, for aggravated asarrival* from the Western Banks the past fortnight.
sault; Davis, for store-breaking in Camden: Wheelape Ann Advertiser.

George l\>x,

Room to Letlioom in City Block, over Isaac Allard’s
rpillO
A. and under the Journal
of

this paper.
Belfast, Dec. 22.

office.

Apply

to

store,
the editor

their

|

Yellow Ash WantedQUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
•10 feet long, to be hauled during the winter. Apply
to the editor of this paper.

A

Dec. 13,1860.

interest receivable at different

seasons

the

equipment and

all other

property and appurtenances

connected therewith.
A

Sinking Fund ok $100,000 per annum is
OF THE BONDS,TO

VIDEO FOR THE REDEMPTION

inand for the County of Waldo, on the first
Tuesday of January, A. I). 1870.

«J. CARSON, of Belfast, in the County of
Waldo, husband of Hannah B. Carson, whose
of residence is now to your libelant unknown;
libels and gives this honorable Court to be informed,
that he was lawfully married to the said Hannah B. Carson, at Bloomfield, Maine, on the tenth day of October,:
and has always since their intermarriage be- i
A. V.
haved himself toward her as a chaste and faithful husband; yet, the said Hannah, regardless ot her marriage
vows and covenant without any fault on his part or collusion to procure divorce, did on the twenty-third day ot
November, A. D. 1858, wholly desert and leave your said
libelant and refused to return to or live with him since,
though he always made suitable provision for her and
requested her to return, which she lias utterly refused to
do; that at times previous to her desertion when he returned at night from his labor, she had locked and fasten*
ed the doors of his house and refused to let him in, and
he was obliged to seek his lodging for the night in other
that about three years ago, he heard that she was
in a town in the State of Massachusetts, and was
married to another man, and has not heard from her

rpHOMAS
1
place

filacc;
iving

EFFECT

ONE

remaining $13,000,000, a sufficient amount will
complete the road to the Ohio river, perfect
and improve the portion now’ in operation, and thoroughly equip the whole for a large and active traffic.
Of the

be sold to

The

present price is 00 and accrued interest.

so amply secured, go carefully guarded, and
certain hereafter to command a prominent place
among the favorite securities in the markets, both of
this Country and Europe, will be at once appreciated
and quickly absorbed.

A Loan

so

Very respectfully,

FISK & HATCH,

deem it reasonable and proper, conclusive to domestic
harmony and consistent with the peace and morality of
T. J. CARSON,
society.

Maini:,

OF Till-

The mortgage is tor $15,000,000, of which $j,0O«j,0oo
will be reserved and held in trust for the redemption ol
outstanding Bonds of the Virginia Central Railroad
Company,now merged in the Chksapeak and Ohio.

rimony may be dissolved between him and the said Han
nah B., if the Court in the exercise of a sound discretion,

or

YEAR AFTER THE COMPLETION

pro
TAKE

Road.

since.
Wherefore, your libelant prays that the bonds of mat-

Stati-;

tin-

The Loan is secured by a mortgage upon the entire
Line of Road from Richmond to the Ohio River, with

istf23

To the Honorable, Just lets of the Supreme Judicial (1ourt next to be /widen at Belfast icith-

of

year.

tf25

Bankers.

>

\
Waldo,
Supreme Judicial Court, January Term, A.
1). 1870.
Ordered, that the libelant give notice of the pendency
of his libel, by causing an attested copy of the same
with this order thereon, to he published three weeks
successively in the Republican Journaal, a public
newspaper, printed at Belfast, in the County ot Waldo, tiie last publication to be thirty days at least before
the next term of the Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and tor the County of Waldo, on the
third Tuesday of April next, that the libelee may
ss.

then and there appear and show cause, if any she have,
why the prayer of the lioelant should not be granted.
Attest—S. L. MILL1KKN, Clerk,
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
Atte t —S. I., MI 1.1,1 KKN, Clerk.
x\

r. S.—Wc have issued pamphlets containing
ticulars, statistical details, maps, etc., which
furnished upon application,

full parwill be

«-We buy and sell Government Bonds, and receive
of Banka, Bankers, Corporations, and
others, subject to check at sight, and allow interest on
linos 13
daily balances.
the accounts

“WHAT A WORLD WE LIVE IN !"
Slowly from tin ganleu gate
Kitty was? returning—

marked her mood—
Disappointment
her cheeks were
:

burning

liright

0*1 y

one short Hour ago
AII her world was gladness;

Strange

an

lion.-could change

it thus

Into world of sadness!
Pretty buds ye’ve gone to sleep
liy the darkness driven—
Singing birds your song is hushed—
What a world we live in!
I'll unhraid my hair to-night.
Wear it plain to-morrow:
Not a hud, ye roses sweet,
From thy stems I'll borrow.
I'll put on a Quaker gown;
Wear a Nun-like collar;
Lock the gate, and trim my lamp—
Try to he a scholar.
If he sends me roses then
I will but dissect them,
So w lien garden-flowers droop,
1 can resurrect them,
Alt, wee roses, don’t you wish
We could sleep forever?
l ittle birds, would ye be glad
To awaken never?
Golden moon, beneath tile cloud
By the darkness driven.
Do vc hear ltcr sighing say
■What a world we live in?"
Darling Kitty, you forget
Gates have only latches—
In vour heart is ringing yet
His sweet song by snatches
Whv do you keep looking back
At the gate whose shadow
Lengthens like a somber bridge
O'er the waving meadow ?
soon towards the garden gate
<

Kitty was returning;
Her sweet and
face
Love’s bright blush was

dimpled

burning.

Dewy buds, hilt half-awake,
Mnngst iter curls were driven.
As

she said, half laughingly,
■What a world we live in!"

When the gladsome morrow came
Where was nun-like collar?
I tid site trim her lamp to light
Pages for the scholar?
No; she crossed the shady stile
By her sweet will driven.
Singing as she went along,
"What a world we live in!”
Where the collar should have been
Golden chain was gleaming;
I’ndcr bosom's snowy lace
Pictured eyes were’ beaming—
By the uutrimmed lamp at home
Withered buds were lying.
Breathing out their sweet perfume
While their leaves were dying,
But the day within the woods

Brighter ones were given;
And tier world was May again—
117ini

n

twrld we live in!

BETTER LUCK

^ANOTHER

YEAR.

From

the buffalo Express.
THE ROUGH.

Twain

Mark

Describes that Individual in
all his glory.
! A curious feature about California life was
the breed of desperadoes she reared and
fostered on her soil, and afterward distributed over adjacent territories through her vigilance committees, when she had had enough
of their exploits. Those men went armed to
the teeth with monstrous revolvers, and preyed upon each other. Their slighost misunderstanding were settled on the spot by the bullet ; but they very rarely molested peaceable
citizens. They robbed and killed people for
three or four years, and then “died with their
boots on.” as they phrased it; that is, they
were killed themselves—almost invariably—
and they never expected any other fate, and
were very seldomidisappoiiucd.
Sam Brown, of Nevada, killed sixteen men
in his time, and was journeying toward Esmeralda to kill a seventeenth, who had
stopped the breath of a triend of his, when a
party of law abiding citizens waylaid him
and slaughtered him with shot guns. Mourners were exceedingly scarce at his funeral.
It is said that Sam Brown called for a drink
at the bar of the Slaughter House, in Carson
City, one morning, (a saloon so nicknamed
because so many men had been killed in if,)
and invited a stranger up to drink with him.
The stranger said he never drank, and wished
to be excused.
By the custom of the country
that was a deadly insult, and so Brown very
properly shot him down. He left him there
and went away, warning everybody to let
the body alone, because it was his meat,
he said. And it is said also, that he came
hack after a while and made a coffin and
buried the man himself—though 1 never
could quite believe that—without assistance.
Virginia City was full of desperadoes, and
some of the pleasantest newspaper reporting
I ever did was in those days, because I reported the inquest on the whole lot of them,
nearly. We had a fresh one. pretty much
every morning. Those were halcyon days !
I don't know what halcyon days are, but
that is the proper expression to use in this
connection, 1 believe.
Jack Williams was one of the luckiest of j
the Virginia City desperadoes. He killed a
good many men. He was a kind-hearted
man and gave all his custom to a poor undertaker who was trying to get along. But by-

and-by somebody poked a double-barrelled
shot-gun through a crack while Williams
was sitting at breakfast, and riddled him at
such a rate that there was hardly enough ot i
him left to hold an inquest on—and then the

poor undertaker’s host friend was gone, and
lie had to take in his sign. Then lie was
1
>li! never sink 'ueath Fortune’s frown,
just on the point of getting married when
lint brave her with a shout of cheer.
Williams was taken away from him, and of
Ami front her fairly—lace her down—
course he had to give it up.
She’s only stern to those who fear!
It is said the first twenty-six graves in the
Here's “belter luck another year!”
Another year!
cemetery at Virginia City were those of men
who died by the bullet. And the first six in
Aye, better luck another year!
another of those towns contained the bodies
We’ll have her smile instead of wile—
of a desperado and five of his victims—and
A thousand smiles for every tear.
With home made glad and goodly cheer.
I there in the bosom of his family, made dear
And better luck another year—
to him by the ties of blood, lie calmly sleeps
Another year!
unto this day.
At the Rocky Ilidge station, in the Rocky
The damsel Fortune still denies
The plea that yet delights her ear:
Mountains, in the old days of overland stages
’Tis but our manhood that she tries.
and pony expresses. I had the gorgeous honShe’s rov to those who doubt and fear.
or of breakfasting with Mr. Slade, the prince
She’ll grant the suit another year—
of all the desperadoes; who killed twentyAnother year!
six men in his time; who used to cut off' his
Here's “better luck another year!”
victims’ ears and send them as keepsakes to
She now denies the golden prize;
their relatives; and who bound one of his
Hut spite of frown and scorn and sneer,
victims hand and foot and practised oil him
Be iirm, and we will win and wear
with his revolver for hours together—a proWith home made glad and goodly cheer.
In better luck another year—
ceeding which seems almost inexcusable, unAnother year! Another year! til we reflect that Rocky Ridge is
away off in
the dull solitudes of the mountains, and the
THE DREAM OF HOME.
poor desperadoes have hardly any amusements.
Mr. Slade afterward went to MonWho has not felt how sadly sweet
tana and began to thin out the population as
The dream of home, the dream of home.
usual—for he took great interest in trimming
Steals o'er the heart, too soon to fleet.
the census and regulating the vote—but
When far o'er sea or land we roam?
: finally the vigilance committee captured him I
Sunlight more soft may o’er us fall,
To greener shores our bark may come;
and hanged him, giving him just fifteen
But far more bright, more dear than all,
minutes to prepare himself in. The paper
That dream of home that dream of home.
said he cried on the scatfold.
Ask of the sailor youth when far
The vigilance committee is a wholesome
His light bark bounds o’er ocean's foam,
regulator in the new countries, and bad charWhat charms him most, when ev'ning’s star
acters have a lively dread of ii.
In Montana
Smiles o’er tin: wave? to dream of home,
one of these gentlemen was placed on a mule
Fond thoughts of absent friends and loves
and informed that lie had procisclv fifteen
At that sweet hour around him come;
His heart's best joy where’er he roves,
■minutes to leave the country in. He said.
That dream of home, that dream of home.
“Gents, if this mule don’t balk, five’ll answer.”
THAT BIG OX.
But that is sufficient about the desperadoes.
M ick, the spicy correspondent of the Cin- 1 merely wished to make passing mention
of them as a Californian production.
cinnati Enquirer, tells in his inimitable way,
the following story concerning the presentaTHE MOST FASHIONABLE
tion ol a big ox to the present occupant of
liV W. GII.MOItE

SIMMS.

the Presidential Mansion—
Gentle reader, well thou in Washington a
Didst help to swell the throng of
year ago?
loyally that came here to witness the inauguration of the second Washington—that swayed to and fro in the avenue from early morning till late evening—anxious, busy, bustling,
exhilarated, jubilant ? If so, thou rememberest a small frame building at the corner of
Seventh street, wherein was exhibited the big
Doubtless thou wert
ox, “General Grant.”
beguiled of thv quarter by the man at the
door, and stood in the presence of that majestic animal—the largest aggregate of tenderloin ever held within a single skin. For
those were days of reckless expenditure, and
in the gladness of the great event approaching, loyalty spent its quarters on slight provocation. And then the receipts were to be
given to the poor, and who would refuse
twenty-live cents in postal currency when its
expenditure had the double-barreled property
of mercy—blessing with the
sight of a big ox
him that gave, and in the relief of the poor,
him that received.
Well, a year had passed away ; Washington No. 2 has been inaugurated, and the big
ox
still lives—the Behemoth of bovines!
Washington No. 2 owns him, and he switches
his tail through the fertile fields of the presidential farm near St. Louis.
Methinks I hear the gentle reader inquire
what the devil that big ox has to do with the
polities or history of to-day. Possess thy
soul in patience and thoushalt hear. He has
much to do with it—yea, very much; and if
he but knew the important part he plays in a
great question now before the Administration I can’t help thinking he would shake his
head in lofty pride and bellow defiance to all
other oxen that roam the pastures with him.
It happens in this way; Mr. Carlos Pearce,
a rich yeoman of New
England, was the donor of the big ox.
He gave the sirloin monarch to Washington No. 2 at a very early
stage of tin' Gift Enterprise. Mr. Pearce is
also an extensive railroad owner and operaOt late there has come
tor in the far West.
up for ratification an Indian treaty in which
he is interested, with his associates, to the
extent of eight million acres of land in the
Osage country. The President had sent the
treaty to the Senate in a form to suit the railroad men exactly, but from some cause or
other he was afterward persuaded to withdraw it.
Hereupon there was great alarm
and consternation ; a big job had been spoiled—and these eight million acres were in
great danger of being retained by Lo and his
friends who rightfully owned them. So the
railroad kings held a council of war to consider what were the best means of persuading Grant to reconsider his withdrawal of
the treaty, and send it back to the Senate in
its original form. This, that and the other
tiling was suggested, but without meeting
general approval. Finally, said one :
“Let’s send for Pearce and get him to talk
to Grant.”
“What can he do with Grant?” inquired another.
“Do ! why he can do most any
thing with
him. Don’t you remember that d—d birr ox
he gave him ?”
“That’s a fact,” said they, all ofthetn,
and very soon a telegram was sent for
Pearce to come straight to Washington. He
is here now, daily pleading in. the name of
that big ox for the eight million acres. Who
doubts he will succeed ? Not I. If he fails
at first, another ox or a mammoth pig, or a
Southdown ram. will oertainlv do the business.

HAIR DRESSING

Sister el

High Priest,

a

Agent'*

a

ami

G P. LOMBARD,

SI

Itool*

SEURETS OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

«jf*Nitrous Oxide Gas

of theTreasury Service,
showing up the secrets and inner workings of the Revenue Department, the Whiskey Ring, Gold Ring, and
Drawback Frau Is, Systematic Robbery, depredations,
Conspiracies and Raids on the Government, Malfeasance,
Tyranny and Corruption of high Officials. The most
startling and important book published. Containing
about 500 well-filled pages, spiritedly illustrated.
Send for Circular
Mold by MilMcriptlon only
W.ff. FLIIT, Publisher.
and special terms.
Philadelphia, Pa; Chicago, III., or Cincinnati, O.
WAITED FOR

-•30

DRESSING ROOMS

call. Satisfaction warranted. RememJ^-Glve
ber—S. A It AU’S Fashionable Hair Dressing Rooms,
corner Main and High streets, fup stairs) over Dr.
Moody’s Drug Store.
:3mos24

FOR SALE.
Billiard Tables at Reduced Prices.
VTKW and second-hand carom or four pockets, all
i-N sizes, with the latest combination spring cushions,
better than all the patent humbug standard Kecos or
whalebone cushions. Catgut cushions excluded. Please
call before purchasing elsewhere.
II. HELMS. lO Sud20
bury street, Boston.

^JEDICAL

I L L IMIBATIO\ !

THE NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY

BRANCH,

250 CONGRESS ST.. Portland. Me.
and staples, Agents for the
State of Maine.
We have just arrived in
PORTLAND with a full supply of the celebrated
nfl%,EK*ITY
These Curatives are the favorite prescriptions of the New York
Medical University. What may seem almost incredible
is the astonishing rapidity with which they cure diseases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Book

Henderson

free, containing important Physiological information
for
everybody. Agents wanted in every town in the
State. We would be pleased to communicate with any

desiring an agency for the sale of the University
Medicines.
F. P. HENDERSON, M. D., Consulting Physician,
cases cured by Contract.
Medical Advice, free. (Jllice
hours, from 8 o’clock in the morning to 8 o’clock in the
Address
all
letters
to
evening.
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
University Branch, 250 Congre ss St.,
tl23
Portland’ Maine.

~

MAIDEN
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Editor.
New York newspaper.
*.
li.r*v
I"-,
editions: Dailv, 3>t»; Skm*w
■. I Wkf.klv.81 nyear. All thr News
k• v. « /
S
Full ’•‘••'M-ts »,f market-, agriculture. Farmers'
(r ’ii've
!
Hub;, and a complete story in everv
W -klv -nd S.-nii-W...-k!y number. A present; of valuabl
>--v subscriber; inducement- to canand vines to
s :,-s‘*rs unsurpassed.
Life Insurances, Grand Piano*.
Mowing M ‘chines, Parlor Organ-, Sewing Machines, 4c.,
among tin* premiums. Specimens enu lists free. Send a
Dollar and t-v it.
!. W. ENGLAND, Publisher Sun, New York.

NI( KEL AXI)

BOTH

R. U.

SALK

MOODY, Druggist

and

Apothecary,

Main and High streets, sole authorized agent in
Belfast.
The above medicines cures Cancer. Scrofula, Tumors
of all kinds, all diseases oi the skin, Ulcers of the throat
RICHARD If. MOODY.
catarrh, rheumatism, &c.

tflO

NOTICE.
OF

AND A F TE It TU ES DAY, 1»F
STEAMER

Gaariinty

with

HENRY S. RICH
-oo-

Will make but

one

trip

per week

during the winter.

tf22

Agent.

CITY

BONDS,

DECISION of the Commissioner ot Intern. 1
received, these bonds are not liable
revenue tax of FIVE PER CENT, like
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid of
railroad
a railroad, or by way ol a loan of credit to

SHERMAN HOUSE, BOSTON.
Formerly Hancock House, Court Square.
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms, One Dollar per day for each person.

As

DAT!—40 new articles for Agents.
pies free. H. B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.
A

“Economypeopleis

Sam-

Weal:’—FRANKLIN.

will
pay $50 or more for a Sewing Ma
chine when $22 will buy one that has a standard
reputation, is double thread, complete with Table, constructed upon entirely new and practical principles,
runs by friction, and excels all others ? These celebrated
Machines, fully licensed, are intended for poor people
who want to save time, labor and money. Agents WantMachines sent to Agents and given aioay to needy
ed.

ITIOUWD

FASCINATION

CHARMING.— 400 pages; cloth.
PSY'CIIOMANCY.
book has full instructions to enable the

OR
SOULThis wonderful
reacer to fascin

at will.
Mesmerism,
Spiritualism, and hundreds of other curious experiments. It can be obtained by sending address, witli postage, to T. W. EVANS & CO., No. 41 South Eighth
ate either sex,

or

any

animal,

intend

we

!

payment of renewal premiums,
Dividends applied at the option of the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in tin' United
States or Europe.
SAMUEL T. HOWARD,
President.
J. I. WATTS, General Agent, South Brook*. Me.
Charles Austin, j
Burton Foster,
|
Fred Cusiiman,
> Special Agents.
Geo. Mayo,
!\
Fred Pitcher,
J

Dr. C. W. Millard

FEMALE SILVER
An

unfailing

remover

ol

regulator of the monthly turn.
Trustworthy. Sent tree by
receipt of One Dollar.

and

a

th» i. n.-ranc-- of the Qu ick Doctor, knowing
other remedy, he relies upon Mhkuuky and gives It
patients, in Pills. Drops, kc.t so the Nostrummakcr, equally Ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, kc.t both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it Is trumpeted In various
ways throughout the land, but, alas I nothing is said ot
the balance, some ot whom die, others grow worse and

Through

no

t;

see

ever

in

offered

the

this

city.

No
account

C. 1).

of

PARLOR

SUITS

A. B.

!¥o.

marking

insure an answer,
Address Du. L. Dix, N
Boston Jan. 1 lt<70 —1

to almost

a

than

prices
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offered in Belfast

Ex
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iVlEDiCALJ
N^ASSOCiATIQNw/
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|
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j

ture

Hums.

Colic.

LOOK

DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 KnotSt.. Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseasto the female system. Prolapsus Uteri or
ol
the
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
Falling

DIt.
incident

cutt

(e

id

so

see our

C. D. FIELD.

tits

A. B

can

office

practice

lor the

cure

ache,

not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A.
Poston dul.v J5 tSit'd.

m.

to 9

Chilblains,

on

MANHOOD

For sale

England.
.l^enbi.

Perfected

the Skin,

o

Worms in ('hildren.

Auk, with

and EYE GLASSES.

ever

can

given

J.

|

t |7.li

4

i.KHIM. Proprietor.
*C«* I f.t * t. -Wtftior.

or

Single

wish to

ot

know,

in lull.

but

No person should be without
uulike any others

They are utterly

Dr. IIayks is one of the most learned and impular
ol the day, and is entitled to the gratitude *>f
It seems to
for these invaluable productions
be Iiis aim to induce men and women t<> a -’oid the cause
oi those diseases to which they are subject, and he tells
(
them just how and w hen b> do it
Farmington Clr'oni
cle, l’armhh-ton, Me Sept, l.’, Ik*h».

CIRCULAR

•->!

SCIENCE OF LIFE. $1.00.

PHYSIOLOGY

OF WOMAN AND HER
\

DISEASES, $.*.00.
ey morocco, lull gilt, $VG). Postage paid.
Eitlmr book sent by mail on receipt ot price.

In

Tur

Address
I’iik Peabody Medical iN.STirt tk," or
Dr. HAYKS, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston
N. B.—Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest con tide neton all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience
Invioi.ABLE Ski uesy and Certain Kkukk. lyrl
celebrated DU. L, DIX
rpo TilE LADIES. —The
J. particularly Invites all l adies who need a Medical or

I

Surt/ical adviser, to call at his Booms, 21 Kndicott 8t.,
Boston, Mass., which they will lind arranged tor their

special accommodation.
devoted

over twenty years to this
DH. DIX having
branch of the treatment ol all diseases peculiar
conceded
is
now
it
by all, both in thin coun
to females,
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known praetlc
and
effectual treatment ol all
loners In the sate, speedy

j "ONN

particular

female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all di••■■asi -, such as debility, weakness, uii
natural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all
disenarges which flow from a morbid state of the blood.
The Doctor is now fillip prepared to treat In his peculiar

style,

female

both
sex,

m

lically

and they

surgically, all diseases ol
respectfully invited to call a»

and

are

Euilirotl

Ntreel.

insure an answer.
Boston. Jan. 1

the

Boat on

All letters requiring advice must contain

HcIIcvos

$1.00.

or

by

LEWIS' INHALANT, for the Phthisic,

Mail

Married

require

These are truly scientific and popular works
Dr.
Haves, one of th.- most learned and popular physicians
The Medical and Sure/ical Journal, July
ot the dav.
18(59.

Phthisic !

By

that the
either

—

1

((ireen'K JLaiitliug.
Wholesale ami Retail, by
»
A HOlVEti&CO,
Belfast, Maine.

Price 75 cts.

Phys-

of

v, from Infancy
Irri stuaiive Knurayalt

published.

!%'«>. a£t

»

elegant

WOMAN, AND

treated

physicians

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic Invigorator

proprietor

oiiuu,

our r< ce

New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes.
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the Lung*
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain,
PATENTED, May is, 1800.

M

V'M.. ABM. Bogus.—We have received the valuable
medical woiks of Dr. Albert II. Hayes. These book-*
an- ot actual merit, and should find a place in
every Intelligent luridly. ! hey are not the cheap order of abomln
able trash, publish* ! by irresponsible parties, and pur
chased io gratify coarse tast* >, but are written by a re
sponsible professional g< ntleni m ot eminence, us n
.sour*-!- et instruction on vital matters .concerning which
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects
presented are treated with delicacy, ability and care, and,
as an
many useful prescriptions tor prevailing
'•1
eompl ants are add' d
pnhli <m, Lancaster, A.
If., S pt. f lsiw.

the principal Dry Goods Stores in New
ff.K44 l.«*
ItllOlf !V
A CO., M»l«*
H SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.
.he !i

SLNB fCR A

**-Kor
CALVIN HKKVEY’S, Agent, Belfast.
tt.
JAMES EMEUS', Jeweler, Bucksport.
Sale at

Always

Every

no

man—are

by all

BEST IN THE WORLD.

Phthisic!

book for every man. Price
hound in cloth. DU. A. 11

our

Price of

Spectacles

cents—quarts, $1.00
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by ». A. IIOWE# <fc C O.
*** ““t n ■*# **
In Stockton, by JOHH
1
K. KIUBAIL,

llook for

these valuable books.

^

^SHOTCUiT^
C^i(

t(:$7

a

page-

allusion even can ho found in any other work-*
language. All the New Discoveries of the au
thor, whose experience is of an uninterrupted magnt
tuili -such as probabL never before f« 11 to the lot of any
in

iy4

I>

For S.il«

Old

which

g*

| fipEEE’S?

Eemoves from the system the 111 effects caused by the excessve use of alcholic liquors, and eilect.ua Ily destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring It to normal healthful condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
This elegant preparation
Bowels in a speedy manner.
has stood the test ol years. A wine-glass full before eatwill
a
ing
give
good appetite, and prevent all suffering
from indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the invigorator three tunes a day. A
sweet and re
wine-glass full before retiring will insure
asks is a trial, and to
freshing sleep. All the
Induce this lie has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
Principal Depot, 4 Central
at 50

>

fully explained, and many matters of the most
important and interesting character are introduced, to

i\ m.

LAZARUS & MOlilils'
C K L, K IS H A l 1

ii

what is

Infallible, Harmless
mail to any address cn

3030. New Y'ork City.

Ihix in indet d

ear.-.

Either Si

g

Wj^1ibSSSS|I

of Private Diseases

Preservers,

;•

nothing whatever

“

Cramps,

Pimples

Ihroi

appendix,

buy and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior In the
United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain om* dollar, or they will

MATHEWS.

Physh-al Debility

nary

lyrI8

Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attenan

am

s

SKI.V

the

These are, bey >ml ai! :omparison, th most extraordiworks of Physiology ever published.
There is

§3

«

a

menstrual

Boston.

tion to

that all

and
prices, cheap
IOOK
J and not to be undersold in the State.

VriAI.lTY,
o

or

on

DISEASES; or, Woman
iologically and P vTHor.ooD

.tsk your Druyyistfor .7. and
he hut n t
it, he
will order it for you.
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association,
No. tis Winter St, Boston, Mass.
This Association are also Tropriet os and Manufacturers of in-. Foster’d justly celebrated Catarrh IT. niedy

es

COMMON FURNITURE, PINE CHAMBER SETS, BEDSTEADS,
TABLES, CHAIRS. 4c., 4c.

i.v

A.

Sick & Nervous Head-

Belfast. ig,jj

To Females in Delicate Health.

larae stock of

Ni

PRKSERYA
Cause and Cure ol
PREMATURE
PKOMNK IN

LIFE,

Treatise

INliS.

Neuralgia.
1 > i ;s r r ll

INSTITUTE,

House.)

Entitled-SEX CAL PHYSIOLOGY OF

LOOK

our

Medical

only One Dollar.
1I V Y KS, Author.

*

1Hites and Stints.
; be
Sprains. Dv-mterv.

^

other

Revere

iindhia, and all other diseases arising from the Errors
oi Youth. ir the Im>i>< returns or Excesses of ma-

s

:g

SIMONTON BHOS. & CO

111I.

HER

; a

I

A

KaUSTI'.I

Man

A Sure Cure ami instant Relief.

!«

City

Block,

/ FRANKLIN

S

ever

SCIENCE OF

TION.

/

RY

iOOO Copies Sold the Last Year.
HU

derangements, an* all treated on new
O P K N 1 N <:
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
very few days. So invariably certain is this new modi
! LOOK ! at the quality ami prices of our of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
CUSTOM MADE WALNUT "and CHESTNUT it, and the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
CHAMBER
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
SETS, KTAGERES, SIDE BOARDS,
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in
WHAT-NOTS, 4c., &c.
at

L'HUSHED

MEDICAL

Opposite

Insiant Relief from Pain!
n

Endicott St. Boston, Mass.

21
yr

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD

itfli Mi.

Mi. FOSTER’S

w

to-

barges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
Confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease,con
ditiou <>r situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail -aid Express to all parts of ta«
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to

PEABODY

whole-

known

are

nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
or
the dollar, or
fraction of it,"
It is thus that many
may be obtained for the nostrum.
are deceived, also, ami sp- nd large amounts for
Xpert
ments with quackery.
DR. 1)1.\S

MATHEWS

IO lit

facts

professedly curing,

mad.-,at LOW

Eultl) S

L.

down

you, for these goods are
to be sold at lower

of the

tf 18

IF

Ladies, call and secure the excellent bargains waiting for

stock of

ready

toregoing

the

and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ofthelileand health ot others, there are tho.*e among
them who oven perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it Is contained in their

from two feet to six bet «ix

11 Phoenix Row.

FIELD,

sale standard.

Furniture

LATEST STYLES
JUS T

re

RUT ALL QUACKS ARE MOT IGNORANT.

roi ra v* na g;u».

O A U T I O M

largest

all bis

Notwithstanding
some quack doctors

certain

and Womanhood.—Essays for
Young Men, free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD
ASSOCIATION, Box P, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

Ot QUACK DOCTORS AMD
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.

KIN OH A ME

1

1 N T O

and

March 1st.

positi vely to be sold regardless
of profit, and for that reason the
pencil has been busy for the
priors

No. 11 PH(ENIX ROW,

sizes,

Iff 4 IS Iff W««CJ < 4*14
trices.

PILLS.

obstructions, and

Bank

arc

jHayford

LOOK!

Unfailing Eye

s

false certificates and references, and recommendation ot their medicines by th>- dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them ; or who. besides, to further their im
positions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and eft’ cts ot different herbs and plants
and ascribe ail the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
Ac., most ol which, if net all. contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its
curing everything,” but now
kill more than is cured,” aud thole not
known to
killed, constitutionally injured for life.

1%'.4 I.!4Tff'T CiNKETH always on hau l, or made
to order, and trimmed in the LA I EST SIT It.

Goods, Fancy
Goods and Flannels,

GOOD AGENTS WANTED-

LOOK!

to

taking

last week,

Street, Philadelphia.

SUBSCRIBER offers his farm for sale,
situated in Northpor on a good road, and in a
NEW GOODS
Hsgi healthy and pleasant locution, thirty minutes
■ IrJ ride from the Post Office, Depotand Steamboat
&c. wharves. Said farm contains 54 acn s good laud, suitably divided into Tillage, Pasture and Woodland. Well
fenced, well watered and good buildings, house new. A
Geo. O.
large orchard of the best fruit, with ( rab-apple nml Pear
has taken the store formerly occupied by K. A. Knowl* trees, Grape vines, Cherry, Currant, .Vilson and
Agricultural
Strawberry, &c.
is
and
an
entire
ton, at the foot ol Main street,
opening
Stock and Tools sold at a fair valuation if desired.
new stock, which will be sold at prices to suit the times.
J. C. LEWIS,
Terms easy. Apply to
Belfast, Maine.
GEO. O. BAILFY.
is«;o.
Nov.
30,
11*21
tit'.
Bell;,St, Dec. H, two.

Bailey,

j

New
AT EAST.—Watches superseded. The
Dollar Time Keeper. A perfect Gem. Elegantly cased in Oroide ot Gold, superior compass attachment, enameled dial, silver and brass works, glass crystal, size of ladies’ watch. Will denote correct time,
warranted live years, superb aud showy case, entirely of
Is entirely new,
metal. This is no wood compass.
patented, 0,500 sold in three weeks. Only $1 each,
three tor $2, in neat case, mailed free. Trade supplied.
Address E. C. CHASE Sc CO., Springfield, Mass.

QUACK. NOSTRUM-MAKERS,

through

saved is a penny earned.”

hand of all

on

Dress

—OF—

WHY'

families. For circulars and reduced prices, address J.
C. Ottis & Co., Franklin and Diamond S. M. Co., Box
110?, Boston, Mass.

b>

CUT AT-

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

_This House
Boston, having been
perfect order. BARNEY HULL, Proprietor.

WE

only

stock the LARGE line of

THE EXCELSIOR

stands among the first Hotels
lately refurnished and put in

Read This!

lying

made

inches.

_

company.
This consideration gives Belfast Cify Bonds A GREAT
ADVANTAGE over tiie bonds ol towns and cities which
are subject to this tax, and makes them by far the most I
desirable investment in the market.
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of these bonds were sold
before the decision of the Commissioner was received—
and investers will find it lor their advantage to send in
immediately, us no assurance can be given that any thing
more than a limited amount will be disposed of at former
TI MO. T1J (> RN DIK E,
rates.
tf40
City Treasurer.

For the Delicate Skin ot Ladies and Children.
MOLD fil ALL DRUGGISTS.

always

the

out

cleaning
whole let, prior

BY Revenue, just
to the internal

WILL PAY AGENTS A SALARY
of $30 per week and expenses, or allow a
to sell our new wonderful inventions*
commission,
large
M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.
Address,

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
boasts, misrepresentations, false promists
by the
and pretention* of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special
Diseases, ami less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas ol institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part ot the world ; ethers exhibit Diplomas ot the
Dead, how obtained, unknown, not
assuming and
advertising in names of those ins rted m the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived

METALLIC CASES

for the express purpose of

EXEMPT FROM TAXATION!

Vegetable Soap-

Agents!

DR. DIX
refers to Professors and respectable Physicians
consult
him
in critical casts, because ot
of
whom
many
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
and
so long experience, practice,
observation.

proudly

left to linger and sutler for months or years, until
lieved or cured, il posssiblo, by competent physicians.

put upon their Counters,

and

BELFAST

of Converti-

numerous

art-

A

in

quacks,

more

cities,

have been taken from the Shelves

Detroit, TOicbigran.

Aromatic

DEPOSITS

TRAVELLERS.
imposition ot foreign and native
In Boston than in other large
*

STRANGERS AND
To avoid and escape

j Simonton Eros. & Co.

leaving- Belfast every TUESDAY. Upturning,
GK‘>. G. WELLS,
leave Boston every FRIDAY’.

Be»t of references given. Send for Circular*.
WILHI.TS A CO.. Bond Broker*.

4^^.

CORN, FLOUR, GROCERIES,

Proprietors,
ticularly to

-00-

CAPT.

First-Class Investments.
sell

nearly

BOSTON.

TWENTY YEARS

on or before the 1st of Deoerni er
January, February, March or Aprii, will oe pin-ed
upon interest on the 1st of each month.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from l.
to It* A. M., and
to 4 P. M Saturdays from to 1J A M
JOHN II. QL'IMBV. Treas.
ASA FAl.V K. I*n «t.'
Belfast, Nov. 15, ustW.
tiTa

all the

DRY GOODS at

xs.^T.A.jOLXsxisr.

TEN PER CT. COUPON BONDS.
we

fact that

positive

Savings

PHYSICIAN

GRADUATE

in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
&c., that he is much recommended, and par

IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT.

NOW

“A penny
A

...

Which
bility.

RESOLUTION!

; TIT. Til 1

m

engaged

Chicago. 111.

Belfast

REGULAR

ONLY

ADVERTISING IN

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
SAWS of all descriptions, AXES, BELTING and
13-Watch >*0. 1089. Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Shirk.'■ Frederic Atherton & Co.. Marion, X. •(.," miunita.-: 111-od by United States Wan li l \>.. has
CIRCULAR SAWS with1 been carried by me from December, isns, to January ITtli, 1ST0; its total va cation being only tf» srcnn<l< in the entire time.
MILL FURNISHINGS.
Solid Teeth, or with Patent Adjustable Points,
E. Chittkxdkx, Late Register U. s. Treasury.
Yew York, jam 17, 1870.
Watch Co., has been earned by me fifteen months; its
superior to nil Inserted Teeth Saws.
till variation from mean time being only eight seconds
r redone
Watch Xo. 1004—bearing Trade-Mark,
gtr Prites lied uced..®*
total
from
mean time being only an average of
variation
per month. Have been travelling through different secAtherton & Co., Marion, X. J.,” manufactured by Uni- two-thirds of a second
B. E. l’HELPS.
49*Seni for Price List and Circulars.,®*
per day.
tions of the country, from New York to Galvaston. Texted States Watch Co., has been curried by me lifteen
H EK'H A GHIFTITHI.
Conn. N. J. Central It. It.
as, and back, by steamer and railroad.
from
mean time being only
variation
F. RH P,
its
total
months;
or
Mlcla.
Boston. Halt.,
Detroit.
Watch No. 1037 Stem Winder -bearing Trade-Mark,
\\
ot Whitney & Rice, 179 Broadway, N. Y.
Sm
month.
WM.
of
one second per
I)eiby,
DEPBY,
manufacturFrederic Atherton & Co., Marion. N. J
& Prentiss, .Jersey City, X. J.
ed by U. 8. Watch Co., uas been carried by me since
Srxnruv, Penn.. Feb. w», ]<r>9.
WAM'ii No. 1171>— bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic June, iso7; its tutal variation from moan time being on
Watch No. 1124—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
HEAltY SMITH,
Atherton & Co.. Marion, N. -P,” raanufact ured
Atherton &Co.,-’ manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co. h live seconds per month.
by V. s.
Watch Co., has been carried by me the three months
Treas. Panama R. It., SS Wall Street.
has been carried by me seven months ; its total variation
its
total
variation
from
mean
time
U.
S.
oi.lv
Trade-M
irk,
from moan time being only six seconds. A. I„. DKXXIS,
seconds
being
Watch No. 120L2—bearing
President X. .J. K. U. &. T. Co.
J ," manufactured by United during that time Ii. I)K FANCY, engineer P& K. K. R.
Watch Co., Marion, N
me
five
months
;
states Watch Co., has been carried by
WA'ivu No. I loo—bearing Trade-Mark, *• Frederic
Watch Xo. 1261—bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic Ath- its total variation from mean time being only twelve
Atln rtou ,v Co.. Marion. N .F,” manufactured be t
S.
erton & Co., Marion, X. J.,’- manufactured by U>. 8. seconds.
GEO. LOVIS, General Eastern Passenger Watch 1 o., has b‘en
its
carried by nu- eleven months; its
toWatch Co., has been carried by me four months;
Toldo, Wabish &. Western Railway.
total variation from mean time
seven second*
tal variation from mean time being only live seconds Agent,
being
only
Frederic in the entire time. A. II. KING, 7 Park Place N. Y
W atch No. 1250—bearing Trade-Mark,
per month. F. A. HASKELL. Conn. Hudson KiverK.tt
Viee-Pres’t Plastic Cone Spring Co., N. J. Car Sprint
Frederic Atherson & Co., Marion, N. J.,” manufactured by U. S.
Watch Xo. 1117—bearing Trade-Mark,
six
its to. and R. Co.
me
lias
been
carried
mouths;
by
Atherton & Co., Marion, X. J.,’’ manufactured by U\ s. Watch Co.,
Mild, Certain. Sale, Efficient. It is far the best CathIyr34
CALVIN HERVEY.
For Sale in Belfast by
artic remedy yet discovered, and at once relieves and invigorates all the vital Junctions, without causing injury
to any of them. The most complete success has long attended its use in many localities; and it is now offered
to the general public with the conviction that it can
It
never fail to accomplish all that is claimed ter it.
produces little or no pain; leaves the organs free trom
the
uervous
over
or
excites
never
taxes
and
irritation,
In all diseases of the skin, blood, stomach,
svstem.
bowels, liver, kidneys,—of children, mid in many difficulties peculiar to women, it brings prompt relief and
certain cure. The best physicians recommend and prescribe it; and no person who once uses this, will vcluntarily return to the use of any other cathartic.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
1 Box, $0,25.Postage i> cents
Id
5 Boxes, 1 00.“
39
X.25.“
Vi
Sent by mail on rm pt of price and postage.
One package
$1.00
Postage (i cents.
27
5.00
Six packages
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
XI IIYEII A CO., Proprietors,
120 Tremaut, Street. Boston,

THE

IS

Slaws! Axes! Saws!

B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
and
of II. ,J. ANare now
an entire new stock,
WANTED.
consisting in part of the following articles.
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE, TO IdEITS anil PUlLTHt KAISERS,
RIO
FLOUR, COFEEE
We want men to act as out
in every County.
HAVANA
JAPAN TEA Good salary or commissions Agents
PORK,
paid, A practical knowlST. J AGO
OOLONG
BEEF,
and
of
the
habits
care
of
fowls
is
a
edge
necessary qualB1USCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS ification. Address, with stamp, II. PITMAN
& CO.,
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISII, &c.
The American
L»nn, Mass., Solo Proprietors of
A full and complete assortment of Groceries, which we Ecti PRODUCER,” the best preparation for fowls ever
used. It is cheap, and gives a great profit. Send for
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
circulars.
4w32
WM. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
tf43
Farm for Sale.
Belfast, May 1,1809.

Wharf
Stores, Storehouses
WILLIAM
DERSON, Jk.,
opening

MOVEMENTS.

HI Lake Street,

And GILES, BROTHER & CO

GRIFFITHS,

1*. O. BOX

NOTICE.

FR< >STEI>

bu

is so arranged that patients never see or hear ach otfu r
Recollect, the only entrance to ids office is No. 21, hav
ing no connection with ins residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account cun any person
hesitate apply!ug at his office.
I)R. 1)1 X
boldly asserts, fund it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them
selves, to Impose upon patients,) that lie

Wholesale Booms. 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

( ESTA IIVilKH El> 1830.)

KY

corner

YORK

The finer grades ail having three pairs Conical Pivots. Cap Jeweliul, in Crolrt Ssttinffs. and accurately adjusted to /hut, Cold and 1‘otitum; and nit, even
Hardened and Tempered Hair Springs: and tor our late
in the cheapest grades, have the STRAIGHT LIN K Escapement, with Expose 1 Fallot Jewels, and
improve im-nt iu
STEM WINDING mechanism we claim a ST/ A’.N C Til. SIATTL K'[l"i. and SMOOTHS Fs< hitherto umttained In any other manufacture, at home or abroad,
1-3 Split and Fly back Seconds, for
Minute
1-1.
and
Diamond
Set
Repeaters,
Independent
in
Cases,
full
all
on
Magic
Silver,
Gold,
lines,
taking
hand,
sizes,
Constantly
three different times.
,,
trade generally.
**-Price List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. I- or sale by the

.•

i'flYEItllTF MEDICIBBfi.
FOR

NEW

LANE,

i..

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Emlirott Ntr«*«»r. Ilonton, Mas*.

WATCHES, PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS.

MANUFACTURERS

-•<

nit.

UNITED STATES WATCH CO..

'Has. a. DANA.
>m :••■*». and be.-?

one

THE

N. J.

GILES, WALES & CO,,

THIS

us a

Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS,
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitu
tlonal and other Weaknesses in youth and the more a t
canoed, at all ages, ol
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED

COMPANY.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS, ANI) JOBBERS

q GL

SOLITARY HABITS

ND

Their effects and consequences ;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS.

THE

C<L_MARION,

ABUSE

SF.I F

WATCH

(GILES. WALES

Main anil High streets,(up stairsOoverjDr. Moody’s
NEW YORK
Drug Store, would call the attention of the public t(‘ the
Office Ho. Oil William Street.
changes and improvements he has made.
“Buy Me, and I’ll Do You Good.”
Bay Rum free to all.
Dk. I.xngi.ey’s Root and Ilech Hitter* area
Clean Towel to every customer.
Company issues all kinds of Life ami Endowsure remedy lor Livtr Complaint iu all its forms, Hument Insurance Policies.
Especial attention is
mors of the Blood and .Skin, Scrofula, Dyspejfsia, CosRich and Poor served alike.
Jaundice, Headache and Billious called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
tiveness,
Indigestion,
Neatne99 and Dispatch is our motto.
which
after
the
this
by
Company,
payment of live or
Diseases, General Debility, &c., They cleause the sys- by
more annual premiums, they may be converted into An
Special attention given to Ladies’and Chil- tem. regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify nuities.
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare j
drens work.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-forit to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO C. GOODWIN
A full assortment of Perfumes, Hair, Oil and Pomfeiting character of the Policies of this or any other
& CO., Boston. Sold by all Druggists.
and
and
all
American,
ades, foreign
Fancy Goods of the
|
Policy holders participate in the profits of
Company.
trade constantly on hand. Prices to suit the times.
j the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the

corner

OF

STATES

UNITED

now

AND HAIR

Nv ill Mh FORFEITED Bi Dp L.DIX
it failing to cure in less time than uEr
more effectually and
permanently with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to at!
with
safe
medicines.
weather,
plea-ant

Feet Front—Iron and Glass.

WORKS

in.

&

Belfast, Maine.
|*

Peraona of
OCCDtn f ADI F Intelligent
nCul fcU I ADLv either sex, who desire to know j
to
a year, introfrom
realize
$1000
$3000
they may
ducing valuable and popular books, may address LEE & i
M
iss,
what j
instate
SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston,

WELCH

AT LAW

BLOCK,

other physioan,

how

\

H VYFOKD

t(

The Xew York Soldier Author

this

Ether admin stered.

or

K II M O X

KICK

OKKD I

This is the most thrilling, the most popular, and the
best selling Book ever published. Send $2, and we will
forward sample copy and all necessary Instructions concerning the business. Address R. H. Ferguson Sc Co.,
Publishers, Xew York.

saw

BEX TINT.

C'ltW's EL / Ell d- ATTORSH)

IVY

you

rn.

jp

The Capture, the Prison-Pen and the Escape.
CAPT. WILT.ART) WORCESTER GLAZIER.

paper

KG ISO \

Office first door south ot II ivford Block )
CHURCH STREET,
it •
BELFAST, MAI NK.

By a Prominent Officer

AGKHTS

Law.

NV"' YoikStf
I____

a

Wanted for the Hew

Attorney ai

14 WALL STREET,

resident for 15 years
nmong them. Illustrated.
Pages 472. Price $2.
Giving a full and authentic account of their moral, social and political condition to the present time, and of
the mysteries and workings of Polygamy. Full of
startling farts and astonishing disclosures. Sold only
by subscription. Exclusive territory given. Chculars
and sample sheets sent free. Address
BELKNAP & BLISS. Hartford, Conn.

l»y

IN THE STATE.

SARAU
SHAVING

Counsellor and

AGFNTS WANTED,—our Kew ,5ook
“THE EXPOSE, ....dnoBMOSlijI.

ROOMS

having wholly refurnished his

PHILO CHASE.

|Ufa Jtbbrrtiscmcnls.

one

dolhr

to

IhT?—lyr

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

j

CAUTION .—All genuine has the name Peruvian
Syrup,” (not “Peruvian Bark,”) blown In the glass
A
32-page pamphlet sent free. J. P. DmaaioR*
Projvrletor, 30 Dey St New York
bold by all Druggists

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, anel die, because of
Kin-Worms. The only effectual remedy for these most
[ troublesome ami dangerous ot all worms, in children or
i adults, is found In DU. GOULD’S PIN-WORM SYKL’P.
! Purely vegetable; safe and certain. A valuable cathartic,
'and beneficial to health. GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO..
1 Boston, and all druggMs.
i

I
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